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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ PRESIDENT
ROGER MENDELSON

OUR REGION
Our region covers a huge slab of the world, from Dunedin in New Zealand, the most southerly Jewish congregation, up
through New Zealand, all major Australian cities, through South East Asia and up to Shanghai and across to Mumbai.
Our congregations are almost as diverse as our region is large. Apart from Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Auckland and
other large cities, many are Jewish outposts, which can often feel isolated and unsupported.
MY ROLE
I have now almost completed my second year as President of UPJ.
IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIC REVIEW
An 18-month, in-depth strategic review was conducted by Susan Kadar, a professional facilitator and past NSTE
president. This led to recommendations that were ultimately approved by the congregational presidents. The
resultant Business Plan has been approved by the Executive and will be presented to the 2017 AGM. This has been a
long process but the end result is a business plan that has been reached. We are thankful to Susan for her patience
and persistence.
In summary, we moved from a high cost model, led by a fulltime and experienced professional (Steve Denenberg), to a
much lower cost model, requiring greater lay leader input.
During my first 12 months, my immediate focus was to build the team and during the second 12 months, it has been
on improving communication with our community and improving services to our affiliates.
MOVEMENT RABBI
A major step forward during the first twelve months was the appointment of Rabbi Fred Morgan as Movement Rabbi.
Unfortunately due to budgetary restraints, the official period is restricted to two days per week but his input is
significantly greater than that. The appointment is universally accepted by our constituents as being an important step
forward and his input has had a major impact, in terms of direction, lifting the profile of our Movement, providing a
voice for our Movement, lifting our involvement in interfaith work and providing confidential support to many of our
affiliates, especially the smaller ones.
OUR BUDGET
Our operational budget is approximately $265,000 and we are operating within it. Whereas we were previously going
through cash-burn, we are now building up financial reserves. Apart from covering our operational budget, we have an
allowance for financial support to Netzer and also provision of other grants.
WHO WE SUPPORT
We have 22 affiliated (or close to affiliated) congregations within our region and there are a further twelve unaffiliated
but associated Kehillot.
An exciting event occurred during the year, with the merger of the two Brisbane congregations back in to one, which
has been renamed Beit Or v’Shalom.
Affiliation processes are underway with congregations from Java and Bangkok.
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OUR TEAM
I see myself very much as a team leader and am delighted with the collegiality and involvement that has developed
from our Executive. We work together in a cohesive, constructive and friendly manner and many of the tasks that
were previously undertaken by the executive director have now been passed through to individual members of the
Executive.
The new model has resulted in our Executive Officer, Jocelyn Robuck, carrying out a much higher level role. We are
greatly indebted to her for her passion, enthusiasm, drive and industry.
THE WIDER JEWISH COMMUNITY
The UPJ is represented on the major communal bodies in Australia, such as ECAJ, Zionism Victoria etc. Due to our size,
our affiliation fees are amongst the largest for many of those bodies. We are accepted fully into the wider community,
we are respected and our voice is listened to and acted upon.
POLITICAL ORIENTATION
Our policy is not to make political comments, wherever possible, exceptions are in the case of events such as the Same
Sex Marriage plebiscite in Australia, where we already had an established position (of support for SSM) and we were
vocal in expressing this.
EVENTS
Our 2016 Biennial held in Perth in November 2016 was a great success. Not only did it attract a large and diverse
attendance from within our own community in our region but also attracted key leaders of our Movement from
around the world.
Our annual meeting of Presidents and Moetzah is being held in November 2017 on the Gold Coast.
The Shir Chadash music conference, held in Geelong, Victoria in July 2017 had an attendance of over 40. It was the first
residential music conference we have had and it was so successful that it will be the model for future music events.
Music is such an important component of who we are and the conference brought together the cream of musical
talent from around our region.
UPJ AMBASSADORS
We have appointed several UPJ Ambassadors to undertake specific roles with specific congregations. These are usually
carried out, working closely with our Movement Rabbi.
During 2018 our aim is to recruit, train and appoint more UPJ Ambassadors, being senior, committed and experienced
members of our community.
SPECIFIC PROGRESSIVE ISSUES
The major issue involving our community during the year related to the political backing for the Chief Rabbinate in
Israel, resulting in a real setback for the cause of religious pluralism in Israel. We have worked with ARZA on this issue
and have taken the view that our best approach is to support Progressive Institutions in Israel, with the intention being
to solve this issue politically through the Israeli political system. However, we have made our views strongly known
and have been greatly encouraged by the support for religious pluralism from almost all streams of Judaism (except
those which benefit from the current situation).
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ROLE OF YOUTH
This has been a highly successful year for Netzer. We support Netzer financially as well as working closely with them.
Over the year, their attendance at camps has been at ten year record highs, there are forty-five active and enthusiastic
leaders within Australia, the two Schlichim being Dudu in Sydney and Uri in Melbourne have done a wonderful job,
there has been significant outreach and we are helping them with their fundraising campaign.
ASIA
We have active Rabbi-led congregations in Hong Kong, Singapore and Tokyo and enthusiastic Kehillot in Shanghai, Java,
Bali and Bangkok. Asia is a growth area and we are encouraging a degree of autonomy by them. We are funding two
Netzerniks and one Schlichim to go to Tokyo in November to carry out programs. Rabbi Morgan will be going to Tokyo
early in 2018 to meet with the rabbis in Asia.
NEW ZEALAND
There are established congregations in Auckland and Wellington and a smaller one in Dunedin, as well as a kehilla in
Hamilton and a non-affiliated congregation in Christchurch. During the year, a NZ Forum chaired by Paul Blaschke was
set up and this has improved co-operation between the congregations.
MAJOR BEQUEST
During the year we were instrumental in ensuring that a significant portion of the bequest made by the late Margit
Vadasz to the UIA was allocated to qualifying programs run by the WUPJ in Israel. This involved a high degree of
cooperation between UIA, WUPJ, her trustees and us. We are planning on honouring her appropriately for her act of
generosity.
UIA PROGRESSIVE APPEAL
We are delighted that the funds raised this year are noticeably up on the previous year and planning is well underway
for the 2018 Progressive Appeal. On a per capita basis, we are regarded by the WUPJ as being an extremely generous
community, alongside Canada, and we are very proud of our contribution.
CHALLENGES
Our biggest challenge is in providing support to the very small, isolated congregations.
SUMMARY
I see that the Movement in our region is very active, innovative, generous, friendly and relevant. Its success relies on
the enthusiasm and energy of many hundreds of volunteers. My estimation is that in our region, there are probably
15,000-20,000 people who identify with and live the life of Progressive Jews.
THANK YOU
I have found my role a very challenging but rewarding one. It has brought me in touch with many wonderful people
and given me an insight into just how reliant we are on our army of volunteers and our cadre of hard working
committed professionals.
Thank you in particular to my Vice-President, Brian Samuel, Secretary Sharon Davis and Treasurer, Sally Castle and of
course Jocelyn Robuck and Rabbi Fred Morgan.
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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ EXECUTIVE OFFICER
JOCELYN ROBUCK

Working for the Union for Progressive Judaism is an honour that is sometimes exhausting, but ultimately always
inspiring. June 2016 to July 2017 was full of challenges and achievements. Here is a brief synopsis of my activities and
responsibilities during that year:
Board management
•
•

Working with UPJ Honorary Secretary to prepare agendas for UPJ Executive Committee meetings;
Transcribing recorded Executive Committee and Va’ad meetings and preparing minutes.

Correspondence
•
•

Letters of congratulations for Australia Day Honours and Queens Birthday Honours;
Letters of condolence, and Mazel tov letters for births and weddings.

Creative innovations
•
•
•

UPJ World map showing congregations throughout our region, with contact links;
Living Judaism booklet update and reprint;
Development of sponsorship brochure for Mishkan T’shuvah (machzor) Committee.

Engagement with member congregations and organisations
•
•
•

Communications via email and telephone with congregational administration, leadership and members;
Receipt and reading of congregational newsletters;
Regular online meetings with WUPJ President Rabbi Danny Freelander.

Event coordination
•
•
•
•

2016 Biennial (Perth), including program and speaker planning, event management and development of
dedicated website and app development;
Moetzah meetings in November 2016 (Perth) and June 2017 (Sydney-Newport Beach);
Tsvia and Rafi Waldens’ visit in March 2017;
Shir Chadash Music Network Conference in July 2017.

Financial administration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing monthly spreadsheets of payments made and received for UPJ cheque account;
Coding of monthly credit card statements;
Overseas payments via ANZ F/X facility;
Processing of credit card payments;
ACNC reporting, working with the UPJ Treasurer on affiliation fees and annual financial review;
Setting up payments and seeking authorisations;
Liaising with bookkeeper for invoice generation;
Follow-up with outstanding debtors.
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General administration
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation and posting of b’mitzvah certificates for all UPJ congregations;
Preparation of annual Consumer Affairs Victoria and ACNC annual statements;
Scanning and database management of conversion certificates;
Preparation of annual reporting to insurance company for association liability and management liability;
Monthly updates to UPJ Directory.

Public relations and marketing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing ads and coordinating editorial content for our contract of 20+ ads in the Australian Jewish News;
Preparation of ads and editorial content for j-Wire, WUPJ and +61J;
Promotion of WUPJ seminars (e.g. Bergman and Beutel);
Management of UPJ Facebook Page and Facebook Groups (e.g. Music Network);
Preparation of Weekly News & Drash e-newsletter sent to more than 3,000 names on the UPJ website
database;
Regular online meetings with WUPJ Marketing and Communications Director Ziva Haller Rubenstein.

Special committees’ management
•
•
•
•
•

Awards committee (coordinating annual meeting for committee to consider nominations, subsequent order of
engraved awards and scheduling presentations);
Biennial committee (annual meetings, transcribing and preparing minutes, action items);
Mishkan T’shuvah (machzor) committee (transcribing and preparing minutes, liaising with publisher at the
CCAR Press and the editorial committee);
UIA Progressive Appeal committee (coordination of meetings, preparation of materials, campaign planning and
coordination);
UPJ Financial Assistance committee (assisting Treasurer with funding requests and payments).

Support for Moetzah
•
•

Management of subscriptions, preparation of e-newsletters and coordination of Elul Reflections assignments,
with the help of our generous and patient coordinator, Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky;
Coordination of Parashat Hashavua assignments (annual preparation of assignments and weekly follow-ups to
receive drashot and post on UPJ website and include in Weekly News & Drash e-newsletter).

Support for Netzer
•

Management of Shnat finances with UPJ Honorary Treasurer (including quarterly generation of invoices,
receipt of payments and transfer of payments to Netzer Olami).

I want to express my sincere thanks to the hard-working members of the UPJ Executive, who provide friendship and
valuable advice, and volunteer many hours to assist whenever asked. I am also grateful for the support of my
dedicated colleague Rabbi Fred Morgan and appreciative of his advice and counsel. My deep admiration goes to our
hard-working Va’ad – Roger Mendelson, Brian Samuel, Sally Castle and Sharon Davis – who generously devote
countless hours to further the growth and vibrancy of Progressive Judaism in our region. And finally, thank you to the
members of our region for the opportunity to serve in this challenging and rewarding role.
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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ MOVEMENT RABBI
RABBI FRED MORGAN

I truly believe that Progressive Judaism is one of the great religious movements in the world today. Though tiny in
numbers, we punch far above our weight. Our impact on the religious life of the communities in which we live is
profound. Historically we have played a significant role in moderating the views of the traditional Jewish world. Last
year I published a couple of articles about this in the Australian Jewish News. I argued that many features of
contemporary Jewish life across the board – bat-mitzvah ceremonies, the introduction of novel liturgies and forms of
worship, the emphasis on tikkun olam initiatives – originated in the Progressive movement. For weeks afterwards
writers such as Yossi Aron published columns that, without referring directly to my material, gave Orthodox responses
to points I had raised.
This shows that our influence is felt and noted in the Jewish community at large. It is our role in part to keep the
Jewish world honest in every respect, especially in its treatment of minorities and groups on the Jewish periphery. Our
influence also extends to the non-Jewish societies in which we find ourselves. More than any other branch of Judaism,
our Progressive movement is involved in outreach to the wider community in the areas of social justice, interfaith
dialogue and civic responsibility. This is true wherever we live, whether it be in Auckland or Mumbai, Tokyo or Hobart,
or anywhere in between. Recognising and promoting our strengths is at the heart of my role as Movement Rabbi to
the UPJ. I am here to help each Progressive community across Australia, New Zealand and Asia reach the highest level
it can in terms of its Jewish practice, beliefs, governance and values.
The role of Movement Rabbi was created by the UPJ Executive at the start of 2016, and I was appointed to the role
from May 2016. I have discovered that the role is unique within the World Union for Progressive Judaism. The two
Progressive bodies in the UK (Movement for Reform Judaism and Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues), the
American Union for Reform Judaism and the Israeli Movement for Progressive Judaism are led by rabbis but they
function as CEOs rather than as I do in the Movement Rabbi role for the UPJ. The UPJ role has no specific managerial
or administrative functions associated with it. It places greater emphasis on religious direction, spiritual counselling
and congregational consultancy than the role of my British, North American and Israeli colleagues. Other regions in the
WUPJ that are closer to the UPJ in size and character – Europe, South America, South Africa – employ an administrator
but not a Movement Rabbi. The success of the UPJ’s Movement Rabbi role suggests that these other regions may also
benefit from having someone in a similar position. For this reason I have been in fairly regular communication with
Rabbi Danny Freelander, Executive Director of the WUPJ, and Carole Sterling, President of the WUPJ, to keep them
apprised of the development of the role and its outcomes. At the same time, our contact has given the World Union
leadership an opportunity to share their vision with us, and together we have explored ways in which the UPJ can
contribute to that vision.
I’d like to organise this report under four headings: formal contacts; advising and consulting; promoting Progressive
Judaism; where we’re at and where we go from here.
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Formal contacts
A crucial function of the Movement Rabbi is to listen to our Progressive community around Australia, New Zealand and
Asia, and to respond as effectively and creatively as possible to what we hear. Much of this is done through formal
meetings and gatherings. To this end, I’ve been engaged in the following activities:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Though I came on board late in the planning process, I made an active contribution to the planning and the
execution of the Perth Biennial
I lobbied for, helped to program and facilitated the very significant UPJ Executive strategic planning day held at
KDS on 12 February 2017, which has more or less set the agenda for the UPJ this year
I contributed to the planning of this UPJ Presidents and Executive Meeting in the Gold Coast
I pushed to begin early planning for the next Biennial, to be held in Melbourne in November 2018; after
conversations with various people around the region I suggested the Conference theme, which has been
adopted by the Executive; I also suggested the keynote speaker; I have been working closely with the
Conference Chair, Robert Sward, and the Planning Committee to ensure that this Biennial achieves the goals of
the movement with high levels of input from as many congregations as possible
I have had meetings with the Federal Mazkirut of Netzer to explore how we can support each other and
increase our awareness in both directions
I have offered services and shiurim in several provisional and established communities, including Kehilat S’dot
Zahav, Geelong, TBI, LBC and Kedem in Victoria, NSTE in Sydney and the Queensland communities, as well as
serving as transitional/interim rabbi with NSTE from January through the High Holydays (although this was
independently financed under NSTE, it included a fair amount of UPJ related work and gave me many
opportunities to represent the UPJ in Sydney, to get to work more closely with other Executive members, and
to make sure the UPJ’s presence was felt at various events, e.g., the Netzer Farewelcome dinner)
During the High Holydays and chaggim last year (2016/5777) I delivered drashot at all four Melbourne
congregations, promoting Progressive Judaism and the UPJ
Through the year I have aimed to make contact on a greater or lesser basis with all of the UPJ congregations,
with either lay or rabbinic leadership or with both; in some cases the contact has been almost weekly, with
others just a few times through the year (by Skype or FaceTime, as well as by email and telephone); these
conversations have often enabled me to pick up local requirements or issues which we have then been able to
help them address, for example, finding a skilled sh’lichat-tzibbur to lead High Holyday services in Hobart,
consulting with the ACT community on their building plans (which include a new sanctuary for the Progressive
congregation), suggesting to Hong Kong that their highly successful scholar-in-residence program might be
shared with other congregations, advising the Auckland community on the documentation for their current
rabbinic search.

Advising and consulting
Over the year and a half that the Movement Rabbi role has been operating, the MR has come to be seen more and
more as a “go-to” person, someone who can help solve or address problems and issues that arise, often requiring a
high degree of confidentiality. Some of these:
•
•

Responding to conversion and status issues around the region
Making and maintaining links with the ARZA leadership, with a view to clarifying the relationship between
ARZA and the UPJ and perhaps eventually re-positioning ARZA under the UPJ banner
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advising congregations regarding temporary rabbinic cover, including festival pulpits
Advice to both rabbis and congregations on rabbinic search and on contract negotiations
Crisis management and mediation, e.g., input into the merger of Beit Or and Beit Knesset Shalom in Brisbane
to form “Beit Or v’Shalom”
Creating resource, information and skills networks to aid congregations
Briefing and working with UPJ Ambassadors and Moetzah Consulting Rabbis
Providing guidance and back-up to UPJ leadership and to the Executive Officer
Responding to urgent requests, e.g., to formulate a reply to Rabbi Raymond Apple’s skewered representation
of Progressive Judaism on J-Wire
Maintaining regular links with “para-rabbinic” workers in Shanghai and in Wellington
Supporting Moetzah colleagues, especially those in more isolated congregations, in their work in the
congregations and on behalf of the movement
Answering rabbinic questions regarding liturgy and worship services posed from around the region, including
the Sunshine Coast, Canberra, Shanghai, Hobart and elsewhere; these are sometimes posed by graduates of
my Shaliach-Tzibbur course, including the latest course which I ran just prior to the Shir Chadash Music
Conference.

Promoting Progressive Judaism
A crucial feature in the job description for the MR is to promote Progressive Judaism and raise the profile of our
movement in this region. This is done primarily by engaging in debate in the public arena and getting resources out
there on “what Progressive Judaism stands for.” I believe we have been successful in this well beyond our
expectations at the start of the process:
•

•
•
•

•
•

Letters and articles in the media, especially the Australian Jewish News, on a range of issues, including
marriage equality, the Israeli government’s backtracking on its promises regarding the Kotel, conversion
and Jewish status, the progressive attitude towards Israel and the Progressive approach to Jewish life;
some of these have been published over the MR’s signature, others over the joint signatures of the MR
and the UPJ President; some were in response to hostile letters, some independently written
I was interviewed by Rachael Kahn on “The Spirit of Things”
I wrote for J-Wire a portrait of Progressive Judaism in response to a piece by Rabbi Raymond Apple
Following the Perth Biennial, I prepared three statements of different lengths, from a full page to “25
words or less,” and I distributed them twice to all the congregations and the rabbis, inviting responses and
welcoming them to use the statements as they will; I also led a couple of shiurim in UPJ communities on
themes connected to the statements
I have been collecting pertinent resources on the Progressive approach that can be used
As participants in the Shaliach-Tzibbur course increase, the impact is beginning to be felt across the region,
particularly in congregations without rabbis in Hobart, Canberra and Queensland, and smaller minyanim in
Victoria.

Where we’re at and where we’re going from here
The post of MR is only part-time, roughly two days per week (and it includes some evening meetings, Shabbat and full
weekend commitments, biannual Moetzah meetings, etc). Despite this, I feel that it has made a positive contribution
to the new feelings of pleasure and pride in Progressive Judaism that are now percolating through the UPJ.
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Speaking generally, we can currently feel a huge current of energy coursing through the congregations, and this energy
is being tapped and circulated around the region by our umbrella body that is concerned more than ever with
outreach, networking and “relational Judaism.” Many of the congregations have initiated very exciting projects that
are energising their members, creating greater volunteerism than ever before. This new energy is being expressed in
many different areas of synagogue life: not only worship but also education, social justice, community welfare and
much more. We want to get the news about these projects out into the wider sphere, so we can all benefit and learn
from them. To this end, we need more than we have in the past to create a culture of sharing, support and mutual
respect.
These are my suggestions for the future:
•
•
•
•

•

•

The UPJ should aim to increase the MR position to full-time, so it is geared to succeed
Provide the position with an appropriate travel and accommodation budget, so the MR can form face-to-face
relationships with leaders and potential leaders around the region
Focus more resources on leadership development, succession planning and similar areas; experience teaches
that this is one of the most pressing needs for both the UPJ as a roof body and the individual congregations
Encourage the World Union to act on our behalf by being more proactive in expressing our needs and goals to
its leadership; get the World Union, insofar as it is a parent body, to focus on what is necessary to strengthen
our region – that will ultimately make for a strong World Union as well
Re-establish our commitment to Israel by re-imagining ARZA and why it exists, engaging a new cadre of people
who have the enthusiasm, energy and skills to drive it into the future and then ensuring that it matches
expectations with performance (this goal is included after consultation with the current leadership of ARZA,
who are highly committed but see the need to engage new leaders for the healthy future of the organisation)
Increase the production of resources on Progressive Judaism and make them available to the wider Jewish
community across the region, so we can put our case knowledgeably and comprehensively for a Progressive
approach to Jewish tradition and learning.
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UPJ HONORARY TREASURER’S REPORT
SALLY CASTLE

I am pleased to present the financial report of the Union for Progressive Judaism for the year ended 30 June 2017.
There will be an opportunity to ask detailed questions about the financials during the AGM on Sunday 12 November
2017.
I can advise that a surplus of $75k was made in 2016-17, compared to a budgeted deficit of $6k. The surplus was $65k
more than that achieved in the previous year and continues the slow but steady rebuild of the UPJ’s financial position.
Income
As I indicated in my report last year, we were hopeful of increased contributions from the World Union for Progressive
Judaism (WUPJ) grant. I’m delighted to advise that this eventuated and the grant at $143k was $43k more than
budgeted. We can generally expect between $100k and $130k each year from the grant, the amount of which is closely
related to funds raised from the UIA Progressive Trust appeal.
As well as the WUPJ grant, we were the recipients this year of a bequest of $36k from the estate of the late Margit
Vadasz z”l. We are enormously grateful for any bequests and of course it is not possible to budget for such items.
Income from affiliation fees was on budget at $130k. Overall, income (excluding the 2016 Biennial) was $328k or $95k
over budget.
Affiliation fees and the WUPJ grant remain the UPJ’s principal sources of income. As always we are grateful for the
strong and ongoing commitment from our affiliated congregations.
Expenses
Expenses were $279k or $40k over budget. Most of this related to a larger than expected deficit in the UPJ Biennial
($22k) with the remainder relating to larger than expected administrative expenses.
Outlook
The 2017-18 budget is for a surplus of $12k. This includes $130k in expected income from the WUPJ grant and we are
optimistic this will be achieved. 2017-18 is not a Biennial year.
As always we are to a large extent dependent on uncontrollable income streams. We must therefore continue to
exercise prudence in our expenditure, although naturally our everyday costs are subject to inflationary pressures that
we allow for in the budget.
We remain deeply committed to supporting the work of our Movement Rabbi, Fred Morgan, whose contribution is
making a big difference to the region; and to supporting Progressive youth through our grants to Netzer Australia and
the Shnat program.
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Appreciation
My thanks go to Brett Welsh at the office of our auditors, Lowe Lippmann, who worked with me under great pressure
to resolve year-end queries and produce our financial statements; and to our bookkeeper Fran Freiman. Thanks also to
my colleagues on the Va’ad and UPJ Executive, and to Rabbi Fred Morgan, for your support and your devotion to
Progressive Judaism in our region.
Lastly (but definitely not least!) I wish to thank our wonderful Executive Officer Jocelyn Robuck, colleague and dear
friend, who is always available at a moment’s notice to help me sort out the numerous financial issues that arise.
I am privileged to continue in my role as Treasurer for the UPJ.
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MOETZAH CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
RABBI KIM ETTLINGER

The Moetzah (the Council of Progressive Rabbis in Australia, NZ and Asia), met twice this year: once in Sydney and will
meet again immediately after the Presidents and Rabbis meeting. During the meeting, prior to the Biennial, new
Moetzah executives were elected (Chair – Rabbi Kim Ettlinger (Melbourne), Vice Chair – Rabbi David Kunin (Japan),
Honorary secretary – Shoshana Kaminsky (Adelaide), Treasurer – Nicole Roberts (Sydney). This year we welcomed
Rabbi Rafi Kaiserbleuth to the Moetzah, Rabbi Kaiserblueth is a new Rabbi to Emanuel Synagogue. We also are
delighted that Rabbi Nicole Roberts has been appointed Senior of North Shore Temple Emanuel.
The Region
Indonesia - Rabbis Shoshana Kaminsky and David Kunin continue to be a strong support for the nascent Indonesian
communities.
Due to a number of scheduling issues, David and Shoshana have not visited Indonesia this year. They are tentatively
scheduled to visit in the first two weeks in January. In the meantime, they have continued to offer a variety of adult
learning subjects via internet audio connections. On most occasions, as many as thirty people listen in on the lessons,
which is very gratifying.
Rabbi Nathan Alfred (Singapore) has been assisting the congregation in Bali.
The Moetzah is delighted to continue to support lay-led congregations. Each congregation and the Moetzah agree on a
consulting rabbi. The role of the consulting rabbi is to offer guidance and support.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hobart: Rabbi Allison Conyer
Kedem: Rabbi Allison Conyer
Gold Coast: Rabbi Fred Morgan
Brisbane: Rabbi Fred Morgan and Cantor Michel Laloum
Gold Fields: Cantor Michel Laloum
New Zealand: Rabbi Jonathan Keren Black

Machzor – Rabbis Jonathan Keren Black, John Levi, Jacki Ninio, Kim Ettlinger, Cantor Michel Laloum and lay leader
Linda Stern continue to work diligently weekly on the new Machzor for our region. The name of the new two-volume
machzor will be Mishkan T’shuva given that we, while modifying the CCAR "Mishkan HaNefesh" are making significant
changes to appropriately reflect our region and culture. Immense attention to detail is required as we navigate the
traditional and interpretive liturgy.
Batei Din - The Moetzah rabbis convened regular Batei Din in Sydney and Melbourne, and also convened ad hoc Batei
Din in Adelaide and New Zealand.
New this year is also the establishment of an Asian Beit Din. Serving this Beit Din are Rabbis Kunin, Zamek, Alfred and
Bergadine. The importance of this Beit Din cannot be underestimated, given the growth of Progressive Judaism in the
region and the support the rabbis can provide collectively to members of the Jewish community in the area. Further it
does not rely solely on Australian rabbis traveling to the region to form Batei Din.
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One of the achievements of a closer working relationship with the UPJ is the collaboration between the Movement
Rabbi, Fred Morgan and myself as chair of the Moetzah. This actualised through a joint statement on:
●

Same Sex – Marriage Equality - Committee Secretary Select Committee on the Exposure Draft of the Marriage
Amendment (Same-Sex Marriage) Bill

Further, as chair of the Moetzah, it is important to build and strengthen the relationship between the UPJ, the
congregations and the Moetzah. Working closely with Rabbi Morgan has greatly helped this goal.
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Emanuel Synagogue — Woollahra, NSW
Louise Thurgood-Phillips, President
The past year was a rewarding period with many exciting things happening at Emanuel Synagogue. With a supportive
team of Directors and executive team, we are moving ahead for the benefit of the entire Emanuel Synagogue
community.
Here are some highlights from the year:
New Constitution
Our primary focus for the year was building foundations for the next phase of the Emanuel Synagogue’s future. The
constitution has been updated to reflect the latest compliance standards recommended by the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profit Commission (ACNC) and was approved as a special resolution at the 2017 AGM. Importantly, the new
constitution promotes alliance with our values as an egalitarian and democratic community that has been driven by
our Rabbinical team.
Clergy Team
The clergy team continue to bring many fresh ideas and ways to increase community engagement. We are proud of
Rabbi Kamins’ leadership as he continues to serve as a role model not only to our community but to the entire Jewish
community of Australia.
Rabbi Ninio has been actively involved with the Social Justice Committee to drive our social justice programs. In 2016,
she spoke at Parliament House at the National Faith and Civil Marriage Equality Forum advocating for marriage
equality. Rabbi Orna Triguboff has expanded the number and variety of activities within the Renewal stream. Reverend
Sam Zwarenstein and Rabbi Rafi Kaiserblueth have fully integrated themselves to support our vision in better engaging
with Emanuel Synagogue, and the wider community
Education
Our Education program has benefited from the rebuilding of the curriculum and syllabi for our Kef Kids, Adva and B’nei
Mitzvah programs, for children aged 5-13 years. Students are now coming to the synagogue premises weekly, they are
meeting teachers and Rabbis and we are building better experiential relationships with our students. Attitudes are
changing for the better towards our delivery of education as well as towards parent communication.
Redevelopment
A key success of 2016 was finally commencing the redevelopment project The building of the new mid-sized Sanctuary,
Hall and Preschool is well underway, with the foundations laid and the walls erected. The project will be completed in
early 2018. After two years in Grafton Street, Bondi Junction, the Synagogue office relocated back to the synagogue
building in Ocean Street. Old classrooms have been renovated and converted into a modern and elegant space
consisting of open plan workstations. This promotes collaboration across the team and incorporates a boardroom and
three themed meeting rooms.
The kitchen renovations have been completed during the year with a total remodelling that includes state of the art
equipment including moveable benches and a walk-in cool room. As we all know, food brings our community together
and it is with this in mind that we will use this kitchen to further enhance our members’ experience. The kitchen will
also be a vehicle to encourage respect, understanding and collaboration between diverse ethnic and religious groups,
as it will also provide opportunity for other community groups to get involved and utilise the space.
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Community Engagement
It is exciting to report that we have had a significant increase in member participation in Synagogue events. Over the
last year, we have had a 9% increase in the number of events organised and a 74% increase in the number of members
attending these events.
We launched a volunteer campaign and we now have approximately 150 active volunteers who support our programs,
events and administration. We particularly appreciate the support they provide to the wider community and people in
need and the volunteers thoroughly enjoy their engagement with the Synagogue.
Security and Fire Safety
There has been a substantial upgrade to our security systems over the year, which includes our monitoring, cameras
and procedures. We have also initiated a review of our fire safety and evacuation procedures. Fire Wardens and
security personnel have also been appointed and are being trained in appropriate procedures to ensure that our
campus has an appropriate level of safety. We are constantly reviewing procedures to further improve the safety of
staff and congregants.
We see the devotion and commitment of our congregation, volunteers, Board and staff to build a stronger and
sustainable Synagogue. We applaud the role of every single person who reaches out and supports this very special and
sacred place. A special thank you to Rabbi Kamins and the entire clergy team for their support and guidance.
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North Shore Temple Emanuel – Chatswood, NSW
Mark Ginsburg, President
Our leadership is determined to build an inspired, connected and sustainable community. This year,
we have made some great strides.
We have become more aware of one another’s needs through our Community Wellbeing program, and engaged
several of our large and important constituencies through initiatives including our Boomers and Beyond programs,
Community Families Club, and Young Family programs.
Our Meah Hebrew and Religion School students are enjoying an enhanced curriculum, and our religious services are
seeing an increase in youth engagement through a revised B’nei Mitzvah program and new initiatives to engage our
youth and teens on the bimah.
We also continue to develop Living Tikkun Olam initiatives with the support of Jews for Social Action. And exciting work
is being undertaken by our budding Disability Inclusion Task Force.
We have forged a much stronger and integrated linkage with our co-located Apples & Honey Preschool. A revision in
the Apples & Honey Constitution and a review of the Jewish programming is also contributing to our working model.
Apples & Honey now also makes a stronger financial contribution to the NSTE operating budget.
Rabbi Gary’s announcement of retirement heralded a period of transition for our community. In addition to attending
to the transition needs, including designing and running Community Conversations and restructuring our Meah
Hebrew and Religion School, the Board considered it of vital importance to maintain our momentum in other areas.
We continued to invest in key initiatives to enhance our offerings and make NSTE an attractive community for our
current and prospective members.
Membership - both existing and new - is the lifeblood of the Temple. We aim to meet the diverse needs of our current
members with innovative community programs whilst, at the same time, strengthening our appeal to unaffiliated Jews
on the North Shore. We are working on growing our membership with an increased focus on capturing new leads, and
following them through to a logical conclusion. In the first three months of this year, we had nine 1 new families join,
with a larger number in the pipeline still to be explored.
In addition to our regular appeals such as our Circle of Benefactors and Kol Nidre Appeal, I am pleased to say that we
have had a marked increase in income over the past six months from families wishing to honour their loved ones or
support our community through generous donations.
Lastly, having been on the agenda for two decades, we have finally received approval from Willoughby Council for our
campus renovations, the culmination of many months of work.

1

As at October 2017, this number has increased to 33 new family units.
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Looking Forward
The Executive has outlined five key goals for 2017 that will sustain our community and set the stage for the future:
●

Creating leaders for the present and the future. We have been incredibly fortunate that our Board of
Directors has had the time, passion and capability to carry us through our last few years of planning and
transition. It is key for us as an organisation to maintain energy and keep fresh perspectives going forward.
Therefore, we aim to give more enough attention to our structured leadership development program going
forward.

●

Recruitment of a spiritual leader to assist Rabbi Nicole. Now that we have appointed Rabbi Nicole as Senior
Rabbi to lead our congregation, our key goal is to bring in a spiritual leader to support her in meeting the many
needs of our community. The search is actively underway. We hope to complete this during this calendar year.

●

Building for the Future. As part of the approved campus renovation project, we are establishing an advisory
committee to assist the Board with long-term financial investment decisions. The overall plan involves creating
an improved youth centre and multi-purpose community space, as well as moving our offices to a new modern
workspace in the upper level of the Max Joseph Building. In parallel, we are currently considering better
utilisation our property assets to achieve a long-term income stream from the site where the cottage currently
exists, such as building a duplex and earning an annuity rental income stream.

●

NSTE Operating Budget. While one-off gifts and fundraising campaigns are important contributors to our
financial viability, we are working to create additional revenue streams such as the property development
initiative noted above, as well as the creation of an endowment fund. We will continue to examine our
operating model in the coming months with the objective of improving our bottom line.

●

NSTE Constitution. Finally, as part of our governance responsibilities as a board, we are going to review our
Constitution to ensure that it is aligned with current legislation and best practices.

Our Board of Directors is committed to creating a solid foundation upon which our community can create a vibrant
future.
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Beit Or v’Shalom
Hila Jacobi, President
I am delighted to present to you my Presidential Report for the 2016-17 (5777) year of Beit Or v’Shalom
- (BOS) – a house of light and peace. I am honoured to have been entrusted with the responsibility of leading an
organisation that has continued to pursue the goal of a viable, lively, family-friendly Congregation as envisaged by our
founding members.
We were saddened by the recent death of one of our newest members, Ben Shohet z”l. Ben was a
longstanding supporter of Progressive Judaism in Brisbane and a wonderful philanthropist. He will be
greatly missed.

This has been another busy and rewarding year for our Congregation. It has seen much activity with highlights being:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Successful negotiation to re-unite Beit Knesset Shalom (BKS) and Brisbane Progressive Jewish Congregation
(BPJC) into Beit Or v’Shalom;
Growing number of members and activities;
Running services from the synagogue at Koolatah St, Carina;
Sunday Cheder every second Sunday, with enrolled pupils of more than 25 from preschool to b’nei Mitzvah
also running from Koolatah St;
Wonderful Purim charity fundraising party, Second night (Pesach) Seder and Rosh Hashanah meal for our
members and visitors, regular well–attended Kabbalat Shabbat.
The ongoing support of Cantor David Bentley;
The Bar Mitzvah simcha of Ethan Shafferman on 29 October 2016, the preparation of other students for b’nei
Mitzvah in November 2017, December 2017, February and June 2018, and working with other prospective
students for b’nei Mitzvah beyond;
Participation by our Bar/Bat Mitzvah students in the Brisbane Jewish community Yom HaShoah
commemoration; and
Continuing to support a range of conversion applicants in their assessments and studies.

The Board has worked to support me in my role as President and I thank them for their support. I also thank the
members and supporters in our community who have assisted in so many ways with services and events.
It was a pleasure to welcome new members to BOS during the year. As at 30 June 2017, BOS’s membership stood at:
14 families (including one distant), 33 individuals (including three distant), and two honorary life members (a total of
63 adult members).
This compares with 10 families (including two distant), 31 individuals (including one distant) and two honorary life
member at 30 June 2016 (a total of 55 adult members).
Since 30 June 2017, as a result of the absorption of Beit Knesset Shalom members, BOS accepted a further 7 families
and 9 individuals plus six new Associate Members (a category created for our non-Jewish supporters).
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Our current membership totals are therefore: 21 families (including one distant), 41 individuals (including one distant)
and two honorary life members (a total of 85 adult members).
We are privileged to have Cantor David Bentley continue as our congregation’s Minister for the High Holidays and
some services. Cantor Bentley is available to our congregation to ensure that we have access to sound advice on
halachah and other Jewish matters. Cantor Bentley may also sit on the Beit Din and represents BOS at the Union for
Progressive Judaism’s Rabbinical Council (Moetzah). I am deeply appreciative towards the kind donors whose
generosity has made possible our re- engagement of Cantor Bentley.
BOS is honoured to have retained the services of our Advisory Rabbi, Fred Morgan. Rabbi Fred was enormously helpful
with the merger of the two congregations. Thank you to Rabbi Morgan for continuing to provide us with sound advice.
From time to time there are people sincerely interested in joining the conversion program and we are deeply grateful
that Rabbi Morgan has interviewed and mentored them as they contemplate their religious future. Fred also ran a
congregational discussion on 3 December 2016 on pursuing justice – “Tzedek Tzedek Tirdof”.
During the year, the Congregation’s activities were held in the following locations: Queen Alexandra Community
Centre, Coorparoo – 2016 High Holy Days services, the Community Second Seder and regular Shabbat services;
Kenmore Community Hall – Purim fund raiser party, fortnightly Shabbat services and Cheder for part of the year and
the synagogue at Koolatah St, Carina for the 2017 High Holy Days services and Shabbat services and Cheder classes for
the rest of the year.
BOS is affiliated to the following local organisations: Queensland Jewish Board Deputies, of which Sheila Levine is
Secretary; State Zionist Council of Queensland, of which Tony Leverton is the President; Brisbane Chevra Kadisha, of
which Nathan Magnus is a member; and Arza Queensland, of which I am the President. We have excellent
relationships with these organisations and maintain regular contact with them.
Our relationship with our sister UPJ congregation in Queensland, Temple Shalom Gold Coast, remains cordial and
supportive. Where possible, we organise joint activities, advertise jointly and attend their functions when practicable.
TSGC have been kindly housing the loaned “Leverton Scroll” for our use when required.
Our Congregation could not function as it does without the help and support of volunteers at every level. We have an
active program of services, a wonderful Cheder and great social events which depend on all of these volunteers.
Additionally, we have been well supported throughout the year by UPJ officers, especially President Roger Mendelson.
My grateful thanks to you all.
I wish UPJ affiliates and members, Shanah Tovah – may the New Year 5778 be a sweet and peaceful one for you, your
families and Progressive Judaism.
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Temple Shalom – Gold Coast, Queensland
Michael Shnukal, President

Temple Shalom Gold Coast continues to function well with its 96
members. There are times when we have a minimum attendance for
Shabbat evening services, but are maintaining better numbers for Shabbat services.
We have a responsive and responsible Board of Management who manages the day-to-day happenings at the Shule.
Similarly we have a very active and hard working Guild (comprising both women and men) who is extremely active in
the provision of both social and religious activities.
We have managed to employ (fee for services) the service of Reverend Cantor David Bentley for thee Shabbats a
month, with the option to conduct selected Chagim as needed. This will, we believe, enhance the rich assetude that
exists within TSGC and provide religious direction and practice to our membership. In having Cantor Bentley present,
the Services management Team will be able to focus on the preparation and leadership of Erev Shabbat services and
some of the Chagim.
It was a privilege that we were able to invite Rabbi Uri Themal OAM from Israel to lead this years High Holy Days and to
do some social work amongst the congregation that has done much good in the healing of a rift caused when our
previous rabbi’s tenure was made redundant.
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Sunshine Coast Jewish Community
Donna Niazov, President
Over the past year our membership has picked up slightly by five families to a total of
comprising approximately 70 individuals. Although most of our membership are in the
60 age group we now have 6 families with young kids, and there are more out there
which we hope to bring into our community over the coming year. Many families who
not paid up members actually participate in our functions.

36,
over
are

We continue to rent local government communal facilities on an “as required” basis for the celebration of our High
Holy Days and festivals, and do not anticipate this situation changing any time soon.
Our Communal Seder, Erev Rosh Hashanah and Kol Nidre Services were all well attended this year, with improving
numbers attending. All services were led by Denise Rettie.
Most of our regular monthly Shabbats where we do Kiddush and share Shabbat dinner are held in members private
homes which keeps it cosier and also helps to keep our costs in balance. These are usually regularly attended and
allows the membership to really connect on an ongoing basis.
Rabbi John D Cooper continues to be involved with interfaith encounters, and this year we were honoured by being
asked to lead the local Anzac Day Ceremony in Prayer. We were also asked to participate in Police Remembrance Day
where we laid a wreath. So involvement and participation within the wider community has been on the increase and
has also been well received by all accounts.
We still publish a quarterly newsletter, and our book discussion group meets about eight times a year. We remain
associated with the Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies and the Queensland State Zionist Council.
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Beit Shalom Synagogue – Adelaide, South Australia
Annetay Henderson-Sapir, President
We have five key values at Beit Shalom, all of which reflect our Progressive Jewish
values, including Torah (sacred learning), Tzedakah (righteous giving), Tikkun Olam (healing the world) and Chesed
(kindness). As in years previous, our particular strength continues to be Hachnasat Orchim (welcoming the stranger).
In Adelaide, we contribute to the strength of the UPJ by having an active membership, paying our bills, retaining
rabbinic services, maintaining our membership base and making our synagogue a center of Jewish community activity.
We have a committed and passionate Board, which represents a diversity of generations, skills and sex. A highlight of
2016-17 at Beit Shalom was finalising the final touches on a larger carpark with fully accessible parking spaces, a new
accessibility ramp into our building and improved pedestrian access. I’m proud that we’re protecting our assets while
also making access easier for members who need it most. As capital works are now complete on our grounds, crews of
dedicated volunteers are now working to beautify our gardens, including by creating a Biblical Garden. This area will
not only be a welcoming entrance for visitors, but also provide a wonderful area for our Cheder students to see and
feel the plant mentioned in their Torah study in the future.
M EMBERSHIP
Beit Shalom continues to maintain relatively steady membership numbers. In total, we had 144 memberships in 201617, including 46 families. We were excited to welcome five new members this year. We mourned the passing of six
beloved members. We celebrated three B’nei Mitzvah. I’m also excited to say we’ve had a baby boom at Beit Shalom in
the last year, with four babies joining us as the youngest members of the congregation, including my own Arvah Curie
Henderson-Sapir in July.
R ABBI
We are fortunate to have Shoshana Kaminsky continuing to serve as our Rabbi. Coming into her twelfth year, she
continues to be a leader in interfaith activity in this state, leading many a school group through our synagogue and
participating on multiple interfaith committees. She continues her work as UPJ ambassador to Jewish communities in
Indonesia. Rabbi Kaminsky is also currently Secretary of the Moetzah--another thing she manages to fit in her very
busy schedule!
A CTIVITIES
This year’s activities have again shown that, increasingly, Beit Shalom supports the bulk of South Austraia’s Jewish
community. We’ve had Shabbat in the park, Shabbat at the beach and over pizza and beer. We’ve ate until we were
stuffed at the Thanksgiving Oneg, Chanukah Picnic, Pesach Communal Seder, Tu B’Shvat Seder and realised (again) that
our youth are better chefs than the rest of us are at the Shavuout Cheesecake competition. We’ve had a peaceful start
to our Saturday mornings with facilitated meditation sessions. Our doors continue to be open more often than just
Friday night and Saturday and Sunday mornings to a diversity of groups. We regularly open our doors to Tarbut
(Adelaide’s Israeli cultural society) and support older people in our community through close ties with Jewish
Community Services, hosting seniors’ lunches and by organising a Sunday walking group.
This year Beit Shalom again participated in the community Adelaide Purim Carnival, which was organized by leaders
across Jewish Adelaide, including Beit Shalom, Tarbut and Jewish Community Services. The Purim Carnival brought
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together children from across the Jewish communities in Adelaide: Beit Shalom Progressive Congregation, the Adelaide
Hebrew Congregation and the Israeli community. Central to the Carnival, of course, was the traditional Purim Spiel.
Our local youth movement JAZY (Jewish Adelaide Zionist Youth) continues to be an amazing program which brings
together young people from Progressive, Orthodox and secular Israeli backgrounds. Again this year, JAZY was led by
Beit Shalom youth, with Beit Shalom board member Alex Knopoff taking the lead. Alex organized the four-day winter
camp, which, as in the past, was supported by youth leaders from nearly every Jewish youth movement who came to
Adelaide to run the activities.
We at Beit Shalom are also working to create interfaith dialogue, particularly through running education programs
through our own Abraham Institute, which promote interfaith dialogue and understanding. Beit Shalom leaders are
active in the South Australian Council of Christians and Jews. In addition, this year Beit Shalom began hosting local
Clinical Pastoral Education sessions as our Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky works towards accreditation as a Clinical Pastoral
Education supervisor.
Committees and Volunteers
We are blessed at Beit Shalom to have a number of committees and a long list of volunteers who keep things running.
Our library has continued to grow with new shelving under the management of our committed librarians. Our lead
maintenance man at Beit Shalom has kept the place going with the support of a volunteer committee. A long list of
people help out around the place, whose service ranges from pulling a weed, watering the plants and sweeping the car
park to make Beit Shalom a nicer place to visit. Our group of Shamuses ensure Shabbat services run smoothly, our
guards have guarded the gate and the ritual committee continued to serve Beit Shalom and support Rabbi Kaminsky.
Beit Shalom’s finance committee of experienced and prudent economic mangers provides oversight and advice for Beit
Shalom investments and the gallant leadership of the Treasurer. The Beit Shalom choir continues to bring the beauty
of their voices into our High Holy Days and Shabbat services. Our Rabbi, Chevra Kadisha and lay leaders gave intimate
service to funerals in the community this year.
S ISTERHOOD
The Sisterhood continued to be very active with its regular book club and social events over the year. The Sisterhood
Catering Committee, as always, provided a great service to the community for many simchas and events, including the
Communal Seder, not to mention the Shavuot Annual Cheesecake Competition—always a hot event on the Adelaide
Jewish Calendar.
C HEDER
As the only ongoing Jewish education for children in Adelaide, Beit Shalom has had an incredibly full Cheder this year
with 20 students from a diverse range of age groups to challenge Rabbi Kaminsky and our teachers. We are lucky to
have the valuable support from members who graciously dedicate their time to teach in the Cheder. This year, we
introduced the idea of holding nearly all of our Hebrew classes in the same area to allow students to move fluidly from
one level to the next as overseen by their teachers. This arrangement better meets the needs of native Hebrew
speakers and students who may have missed Hebrew instruction for some time. On some Sunday mornings, as many
as seven different groups meet at once to make sure that all students' learning needs are addressed. In addition to our
normal Sunday mornings, we have had a number of programming days and have also participated in the national
Mitzvah Day program.
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Hobart Hebrew Congregation – Hobart, Tasmania
Jordana Schmidt, President
I am happy to report that the Hobart Hebrew Congregation has concluded another successful year.
We have had a significant change of guard at the HHC. After more than 23 years as president and Board member,
Daniel Albert stepped down at our last AGM in late August 2017. Stephen Graetzer also retired from the Board after
serving as a member and Treasurer since 1983. I would like to express my deepest thanks to Daniel and Stephen for
their immense efforts over the years. Their shoes proved inordinately difficult to fill.
The range of services and events that we have held over the past year has continued to grow, and we have seen an
increasing communal spirit between both the Orthodox and Progressive streams, particularly on occasions like the
ANZAC Centenary celebrations and the joint Tu Bishvat services. We have enjoyed visits from visiting rabbis, both
Progressive and Orthodox, and have begun to organise more visits from other rabbis interested in supporting our
diverse community, including Masorti and Modern Orthodox. We were particularly excited to host Rabbi Jonathan
Keren Black for the chuppah of two of our members, and are looking forward to welcoming Rabbi Alison Conyer next
year for her first visit as our consulting rabbi. It has been a particularly happy and unusual time for our community in
that we have celebrated a Bar Mitzvah and welcomed two new babies, one of which Rabbi Conyer will name next year
in our historic synagogue.
Our regularly scheduled services continue, and our special events like the Chanukah and Purim picnics and the shule
Seder were successes, particularly in terms of the number of participants and young children who attended. This is a
good sign for the future success of our Congregation. We continue to rely on a very small pool of volunteers, and their
unstinting efforts have been invaluable in order to make these events happen. We are also indebted to Rabbi
Yochanan and Rebbetzin Rochel Gordon, who continue to support Jews regardless of background in Tasmania,
particularly by running education programs, and managing the sale of kosher l’pesach food and lulav and etrog.
We are continuing to issue the Chaverim newsletter 3 times a year, to coincide with Chanukah, Pesach and the Yamim
Noraim. Our Membership Officer continues to run her weekly informational newsletters and work increasing our
congregation’s size, which has been fruitful in welcoming new members to the Congregation this year. Our
representation in all areas of the state remains steady, with our Northern Coordinator and the AUJS group at UTAS
continuing their work. I would like to take this opportunity to extend our thanks and best wishes to Sandy Graetzer for
her work as Welfare Officer as she has chosen to retire recently. Sandy was awarded with a Ner Tamid award in
November last year from the UPJ for her dedication and work for the community over more than four decades.
We have undertaken repairs to the synagogue building and have instituted a number of measures to monitor the
building for signs of degradation so that preventative work can be undertaken at the earliest opportunity.
We continue to be a popular destination for tourists and educational programs, and have a new booking system for
tours that has been made possible by our new website. We have also been working with the Gen17 survey from the
Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation at Monash University about the Jewish community in Australia, which in turn
has assisted us in gaining a better understanding of our community to inform our planning for the future. We also
continue to work with Community Security Group to maintain the safety of our community and plan for emergency
responses if necessary.
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Kehillat David Hamelech (Kedem) – Armadale, Victoria
Jim Cyngler, President

The past year for Kedem has seen the growth of professional services, a full program of community events (see the
Community & Marketing Co-ordinator report), study sessions, musical shabbatot as well as our regular Shabbat and
Kabbalat Shabbat services and Chaggim celebrations and our second Art Connected.
There has been a strong and active Tikkun Olam program this year chaired by Sylvie Jonas (see the Tikkun Olam
report). My thanks go to Sylvie for her tireless work in this area and supporting a range of Kedem activities and
services.
We received wonderful support from the Kedem community for the implementation of our 3 year Strategic Plan
following its launch in November 2016. This contributed to Kedem in August 2017 employing Ruth Gross as a part time
Jewish Life & Education Co-ordinator. Ruth’s appointment has deepened and broadened the professional services
available to members (see the Jewish Life & Education Co-ordinator’s report).
We were able to implement tax deductibility for our members in association with the Progressive Jewish Cultural Fund
(PJCF) and were delighted to see many of our members use this Fund (see the Treasurer’s report for further details).
We continued our Scholar in Residence program over the High Holydays in both 2016 and 2017 with Rabbi Danny
Schiff. Rabbi Schiff lead thought provoking study and panel sessions as well as conducting the services over this period.
The services were in the main well attended and well conducted. There was a lovely atmosphere. The study sessions
varied in attendance but unfortunately the panel sessions although very high in quality of content and speakers were
poorly attended.
Our second Annual Art Connected this time held in the Rebecca Magid Hall of The King David School attracted
approximately 50 artists and over 1000 attendees. It was a wonderful event and my sincere thanks on behalf of Kedem
go to Bev Gelbart and an excellent team of people who made this a signature event for Kedem.
Following the closure of the Southwick Campus of The King David School, Kedem moved its regular services to the
Senior Campus in Orrong Road in January 2017. Whilst our accommodation was adequate for these services it was
inadequate for our larger special services or for the High Holyday services. This necessitated other venues being the
Caulfield Bowls Club and Kadimah Hall respectively being used. Although both venues were extremely well received by
members, their use involved a lot of time and logistic support to enable them to be workable venues.
The King David School commenced refurbishment works to the Mansion at the Senior campus just prior to the High
Holydays. These works will continue for some months. We will evaluate the refurbished areas as to their suitability for
Kedem services and community needs when the works are completed.
My special thanks go to Rosi Meltzer for all her hard work and dedication, Vered Harel for her energy and enthusiasm,
Ruth Gross, who although only recently with us, worked tirelessly to ensure our High Holyday program ran smoothly.
My heartfelt thanks go to the members of the Board for all their care, attention and love of Kedem. All have worked
tirelessly to ensure Kedem can be what we as members hope and expect it to be.
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I want to acknowledge Libby Appelboom who is retiring from the Board. Libby has worked tirelessly this year together
with Caryn Granek to ensure that all the elements of the Jewish Life program are in place. My special thanks to Libby
and to Caryn. Libby’s wise mind and knowledge will be missed from the Board.
Kedem is both a unique and distinct community. We have variously been described as ‘serious’ and ‘authentic.’ We are
all these things and much more.
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Etz Chayim Progressive Synagogue – Bentleigh, Victoria
Maureen Barten, President
Following on the initiatives under taken last year, full time Rabbinic Leadership since
January 2016 has resulted in the following positive outcomes:
New members include 9 new families
Beit Sefer Chayim Renewal – 19 students enrolled
B’nei Mitzvah Program –9 students enrolled
Adult Education Program – 16 classes offered
Rabbinic Led Services
Year round Chaggim programs
Development of Special Interest Groups
Extensive provision of pastoral care
Income supplemented by non-member lifecycle provision
Exposure of Etz Chayim to the broader community
Growing forward, 2016/2017 has been an even more exciting and pivotal time in the history of our community. After
many months of discussion, debate, and exhaustive evaluation, the Etz Chayim Board of Management asked the
congregation to vote in favour of a dynamic partnership with The King David School, for the purpose of rebuilding our
premises to include an Early Learning Centre for KDS and a purpose-built shule for Etz Chayim. In September of this
year, our community voted with overwhelming support of this extraordinary opportunity, which will underpin the
sustainability and growth of Progressive Judaism in the South East of Melbourne.
While still in early preliminary stages, the revitalisation and excitement that has been created through the positive
steps forward – are palpable! The promise of an exciting and vibrant future is strengthening our unity and drawing us
closer together as a community.
Many members have stepped up and become more involved, or reengaged, as we are beginning to form committees
to support the changes and activities that need to be managed during the next year and beyond.
During the past 12 months, our chaggim celebrations have seen a dramatic increase in attendance as a result of both
our partnering with Kedem for several of the events, as well as the overall increase in community engagement heavily
championed by Rabbi Allison’s leadership and passion. Our Purim Shpiel was a tremendous highlight with well over 200
people in attendance, not including the cast of dozens, directors, musical team, stage crew, make up artists, et al. The
energy and ruach created during Purim continued to imbue our chaggim celebrations throughout the year. Most
recently, celebrating Simchat Torah, our shule was filled with song and dance as our community shared together,
young and old, the beginning – all over again.
Our Beit Sefer Chayim (our afterschool Hebrew and Jewish Studies program) and Shorashim B’nei Mitzvah Program has
grown very nicely this past year. With B’nei Mitzvah celebrations regularly on our calendar, we are thrilled by the
commitment our newest young adult members are making to maintain and build engagement within their own peer
group.
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Looking forward to 2018, the Etz Chayim calendar is already full with dates and events including:
•
•
•
•
•

Tu B’shvat Picnic and Veggie Garden Planting February 4th
Purim Parti Gras Jazzy Family Cabaret February 28th
Women’s Pesach Seder open to men and women interested in exploring Pesach from the Jewish woman’s
perspective on Thursday March 15th
Lag B’Omer Kumzitz May 16th
Shavuot Havdalah / Master Chef Competition May 19th

Etz Chayim is growing, and looking forward to an exciting year of development and continued engagement within our
own congregation as well as our extended community in the South-east suburbs of Melbourne.
Learning from the past. Living in the present. Looking to the future.
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Leo Baeck Centre for Progressive Judaism, East Kew, Victoria
Jim Beck and Mannie Gross, Co-Presidents
More than Jewish people have kept LBC, LBC has kept Jewish people.
With apologies to Ahad Ha'am, this saying is appropriate to our community because, although we have lovely premises
to worship and meet in, LBC’s strength is its people. Consequently, we thank all those who make it such a warm and
friendly place: from Board members to our Rabbi, from our office and caretaking staff, to our musicians and our
schools teachers, parents, friends and children.
To ensure LBC maintains its vibrancy and fulfils its role as the visible presence of Progressive Judaism in the north-east
of Melbourne well into the 2020’s our Board has commenced a major strategic review of LBC. The review canvasses
the likely makeup of our congregation, the services likely to be needed and the organisation of our management and
operations.
We continue to engage with our state-wide community via membership of our roof body Progressive Judaism Victoria.
Netzer participation at all age levels continues to be strong. We participate in the wider Victorian Jewish community
with our members taking roles as delegates and office bearers for several communal bodies, such as WIZO, the Jewish
Community Council of Victoria and the Zionism Victoria. LBC members are featuring prominently in the production of
the new machzor for our UPJ region. We look forward to seeing the new Machzor for our High Holiday services in
2018.
Our regional roof body, the Union for Progressive Judaism, held its Biennial conference in Perth last November. Many
LBC members attended and the display of our Arts program attracted much interest from other congregations.
We had a year full of highlights:
Our pre-Chanukah celebration in December was yet again one of the highlights of the year such that it is now a
permanent fixture on the LBC calendar. We particularly enjoyed KDS Swing Band who added to the “ruach” on the day.
Rock ‘N’ Roll Purim was a great community effort across TBI and LBC over two nights.
At the annual Leo Baeck Lecture, Fake News from Torah to Trump was the fascinating talk by Walkley winning
journalist Rafael Epstein, the host of the ABC's top-rating Drive radio show.
At our annual Yom Ha’atzmaut Dinner, Rabbi Dr John Levi AM gave a fascinating talk on the history of Jews in Australia.
Our House of Study organized a number of talks & discussions: Dr Brian Conyer on “Has Progressive Judaism Reached
its Used by Date?”, Mannie Gross on “Sadducees vs Pharisees, Who Was Right?”, Reem Sweid, on “Muslims for
Progressive Values”, Tikkun Leil Shavuot on the theme 1492 (Was Columbus Jewish?, The first Jewish Bible printed,
Expulsion of the Jews & Muslims from Spain & Sicily, Sultan Bayazid II & the Jews), for five Sundays a series of
discussions on Simon Schama’s documentary The Story of the Jews, led by Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black.
We have a regular Shabbat Study Group, monthly Chavurah Lunches with a guest speaker, monthly LBC Book Club
meetings, monthly Active Retirees meetings.
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Our Arts Committee has organized three art exhibitions: Ner Tamid by Miriam Morris, Oil On Canvas by Dianne Toone,
and the works of Naun Belog.
We have almost completed our “Completing the Square” project, which enhances the amenity, functionality & work
environment of our office. This was entirely funded through generous donations of our community.
We look forward to a vibrant new year at LBC, filled with joy and both personal and communal growth.
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Temple Beth Israel, St Kilda, Victoria
Robert Hershan, President
At the time of writing this report we have come off a most successful High Holy Days experience,
the feedback I and my board colleagues have received has been overwhelming positive and supportive of our three
clergy. I feel so reassured that our decision to maintain our current rabbinic team has been correct, in the words of one
of our past president’s “TBI is alive again”.
I look back over the last five years of being part of the senior TBI leadership team as a most rewarding and fulfilling
experience. We are seeing the rewards of the decisions we made in 2012 - 2013 when we appointed Rabbi Lazarow as
our Senior Rabbi. He has led our community with the support of Rabbi Ettlinger and Cantor Laloum, to the point where
we have become the clear leader in the Progressive community in Australasia. All the key performance indicators are
trending in the right direction, and there is no reason why this positive trend should not continue well into the future.
My additional term as president has given me the benefit of seeing the fruits of greater continuity of relationships with
our members, supporters and the wider community.
The last year, I am pleased to report, has been another strong period for our TBI community. A year in which we have
seen growth in membership, financial performance better than budget, and an activity level that has hit new heights.
Our Board of Governance’s decision to maintain our three-clergy model has enabled us to push the boundaries of
engagement with our community and beyond. Max Jared Einshon’s addition to our team just over twelve months ago
has greatly addressed our desire to increase our engagement with the youth and young families in our community. In
addition, the appointment of Simon Black as General Manager Administration has provided the much needed support
for our senior team and administration staff and has enabled us to further open our doors for greater community
engagement.
I am so grateful to our amazing Board of Governance members and our many committee members that have given us
the reputation of having the most engaged and committed lay leadership team around. Their work has clearly assisted
us in achieving new heights.
Some highlights of the year:
Our fortnightly Mifgash meetings where we focus on what events are ahead and the challenges members of our
community face, has been instrumental in bringing us closer to our community.
Having more B’nei Mitzvahs than available Shabbatot.
The successful commencement of our weekly Bubs and Bagels gatherings.
The writing of our first Life Books for our senior members.
A successful afternoon tea with music and conversation to bring many of our senior members together.
The awarding of Life Membership to Alan & Dianne Samuel and Phillip Appelboom.
Full operation of our new commercial kitchen.
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The acquisition of our own Nourish van enabling us to expand our outreach to those in need in our St Kilda community.
The commencement of Project Dignity in partnership with the Salvation Army to assist asylum seekers.
Another most successful year supporting the Sacred Heart Mission with volunteers over the summer holiday season.
The successful expansion of our Shule Protection Team (SPT) and their closer connection to CSG.
The commencement of the Melton School for Adult Education confirming our position as a leading a Beit Midrash.
Fundraising has been further developed, plus the recent launch of our L’dor V’dor Foundation which aims to
strengthen our ability to make membership more affordable as we move forward.
We have achieved some recent success in the area of Government Grants to support the rebuilding of our Alma road
entrance to a more secure structure.
Tammy Cohen has gone overseas to further her studies in Jewish education and not-for-profit management. This
makes three of our community studying overseas at this time.
Seeing our Pop Up Shabbats on the Mornington Peninsula become a permanent part of our summer holiday calendar.
The further opening up of our home for Jewish community events - The David Broza concert, Shir Madness Jewish
music festival and the Achinoam Nini concert.
I would like to acknowledge the generosity of our community over recent years. This additional support has enabled us
to provide more modern facilities and exciting programs that has translated into positive community momentum.
I feel extremely positive about the road ahead for our community. We have a most talented and committed rabbinic
team, with strong administrative support complemented by a lay leadership team that is being acknowledged as one of
the best around.
As my term as President draws to a close, I would like to express my appreciation to our Rabbis, our administrative
staff and our lay volunteers who have made my journey so rewarding. I look back over the decade I have been on the
TBI Board of Governance as one of the most fulfilling experiences of my life. To all that have assisted me, I thank you
deeply.
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Kehillat S'dot Zahav – Goldfields Congregation Inc.
David Kram, President
C OMMITTEE
The Committee for 2016-17 consists of Ned Upton (Vice-President), Katie Varallo (Secretary/Public
Officer), Dr Bruce Sokel (Treasurer), The Hon. Howard Nathan, Win O’Hoy, Helen Lennon (assistant
secretary), new member Dr Linda Stern, plus myself.
E VENTS, FOLLOWING THE 2015-16 AGM ON 21/08/2016
In general, our events have been attended by about twenty-five people, with a core of regulars supplemented
according to people’s availability. Over forty came to the interfaith event in February 2017, including a contingent from
the Bendigo Muslim community. All events have included a BYO buffet meal – my thanks to all who contributed and to
Win O’Hoy, catering coordinator.
21/8/16 – Bendigo – social evening. Thanks to hosts Bruce and Fran Sokel. Following the AGM, guests brought food
and we watched a comedy Israeli film. Some of our mailing list had indicated they would prefer to attend a nonreligious but Jewish event. This looks like becoming a regular calendar event.
6/10/16 – Castlemaine – Shabbat shuvah service in Old Tea Rooms, C’maine Botanical Gardens, led by myself.
Selections from Gates of Repentance referencing rosh hashanah and yom kippur.
5/11/16 - Castlemaine - Service and workshop ‘Pilgrim Festivals’ in Senior Citizens’ Centre, led by Cantor Michel
Laloum, who is our mo’etzah mentor. Cantor Laloum brought along two historic torot from Temple Beth Israel and
gave a most interesting talk about them.
13/02/17 – Malmsbury Botanical Gardens and Town Hall – interfaith nature service, focussing on tu bish’vat theme,
attended by forty people including ten representatives from the Muslim community, a prominent member of the
Bendigo Roman Catholic Cathedral and local representatives of other religious denominations. This in Malmsbury
Botanical gardens, under the shade of cedar and cypress trees. Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black presided, following his
leadership of a Friday evening shabbat celebration in Bendigo for Committee members and their guests.
8/4/2017 – Bendigo – seder held in Queens Arms Hotel, Quarry Hill. Thanks to Helen Lennon and others for helping
with coordination and special thanks to Cantor Michel Laloum for leading the proceedings. Around thirty-three guests
attended this event.
3/6/17 – Castlemaine – Shavuot service and study session in Ray Bradfield Rooms; the study session led by Jerome
Winston and Ailsa Jean, the service led by myself. Here follows a full report: It was a lovely event on Saturday June 3.
Sarah was good enough to open up the Ray Bradfield Rooms in Castlemaine for me at 7:45 am and it quickly heated up
on a clear crisp sunlit day. Shortly after we started our study group workshop for which Ailsa and Jerome from
Melbourne had prepared three talks. "Who is my neighbour", usefully illustrated with two historical charts, showed that
Maimonides had a narrower view of the term rechah than a later sage, the French Rabbi Menachem Meiri "Nonneighbours" according to Maimonides were non-Jews, whereas Meiri narrowed the field to religions not espousing
monotheism. Jerome's hypothesis was that Maimonides (1135-1204), active in Spain and Egypt, was acting in the
context of the second, third and fourth crusades. knowing that many of his readers were living in Christian Europe,
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whereas Meiri (1249-1310), living in Christian Europe, had a more inclusive approach, even though he also was living in
the crusade era.
After the discussion on "Who is my Neighbour", Ailsa prepared a well-researched paper on the (Turkish) Ottoman ruler
Sultan Bayazid II, who sent his navy to save Jews who had been expelled from Spain following the 'Alhambra Decree' in
1492. Ailsa demonstrated how this infusion of talent helped Ottoman society, even with military and naval expertise,
and carried through until later years.
Particularly telling for me was when Ailsa recounted a letter from the Sultan to the Spanish King Ferdinand telling him
how short-sighted that monarch was to reject such useful members of society. This led to a stimulating discussion on
the plight of refugees in this day and age and how some of our Australian refugees have contributed greatly to the
benefit of this country in medicine ad other important areas.
At full strength the group consisted of Jerome, Ailsa, myself (from Malmsbury) Sarah, Helen and Leah (Castlemaine),
Fay, Lynne and Marianne (Bendigo) and Elisabeth (Strathbogie), with all KSZ committee members either overseas or
otherwise indisposed. The service went very well including the full festival amidah and the hallel. For the torah section I
summarised nosa (Number 4:24-7:89, alluded to haftarah (Samson) and we did a round robin on the ten
commandments, with ensuing discussion. I also alluded to the story of Ruth, which had been examined in more detail in
previous years under Linda's guidance.
The lunch was the usual high standard, with special congratulations to Elisabeth for her challah and Lynne for her fish
dish. Cheesecake, yoghurt and fruit were appropriately in evidence, too.
Thanks to all who helped tidy up the Ray Bradfield Rooms, which were light, comfortable and central. We left space in
the proceedings to shift cars every two hours.
M EMBERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION.
Many thanks to all Committee members and also to Bruce’s wife Fran, who has ably assisted him in his duties.
KSZ has twenty-six paid-up members (nineteen in 2015-16), and some visitors. People come from Ballarat, Bendigo,
Castlemaine, Malmsbury, Mansfield, Melbourne and Shepparton. The membership fee remained at $25 per annum.
Linda Stern, who has occupied significant positions at Leo Baeck Centre, joined our committee. KSZ has held three
regular committee meetings since the AGM. Helen Lennon and I have been assisting Katie Varallo in her duties and
now congratulations to Katie and her husband for their new arrival in June 2017.
Many thanks to committee members and attendees for donations in kind.
Howard Nathan, Ned Upton and I are members of the Bendigo Interfaith Council and we have participated in a number
of events. Cantor Michel Laloum continues to be a valuable official mo’etzah mentor on religious matters. We have
established contact with the Geelong Jewish community.
U MBRELLA ORGANISATIONS UPJ, PJV
We are still classified as ‘nascent’ community by Progressive Judaism Victoria (PJV) and Union of Progressive Judaism
(UPJ). I was not able to attend the UPJ conference during that year but did attend a PJV meeting.
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Temple David – Perth, Western Australia
Amanda Mace, President
This completes my first year as President of Temple David. It has been quite a steep learning curve but also a very
rewarding year for me and ultimately for the congregation with many highlights to reflect on.
I began the year, 4 days into my presidency, in grand fashion by welcoming our peers from across the UPJ and WUPJ to
Perth for the 2016 Biennial UPJ Conference. There could have been no better way to start and I – with all of Temple
David – will carry lasting memories and warm thoughts of that weekend for a long time to come. We demonstrated
that Progressive Judaism in WA is healthy, meaningful and exciting. The feedback received was glowing from all of our
overseas and interstate visitors and we are all incredibly proud of the hosting job we did.
One of the most constructive concepts to come out of the November UPJ Conference was the idea of a forum for
medium size congregations to meet quarterly to discuss, brainstorm and trade ideas on various mutual experiences
and challenges. In February, I presented to this newly formed forum on the rejuvenation of Boards of Management.
The Strategic Plan which the Board developed in 2015, which has been fundamental to our Board’s rejuvenation, has
four ‘pillars’: (i) our Rabbi and staff; (ii ) our current members; (iii) bringing people closer to our congregation; and (iv)
the broader community. The Strategic Plan is instrumental in guiding our work and I am delighted to report that
progress against the Plan is going well.
Last year we met the first goal of offering continuing fulltime employment to Rabbi Adi Cohen to mid-2021 with the
generous support of Temple David members through the Rabbinic Support Appeal and especially with the
extraordinary support of the Temple David Permanent Trust which granted us a significant portion of its capital to
meet this goal.
The second ‘pillar’ of the Strategic Plan is to meet the needs of our current members. To that end we conducted a
Listening Campaign where members were invited to discuss – either individually or in groups – what’s important to
them about being a member of a Progressive Jewish congregation and how well Temple David is meeting those
expectations.
The discussions were rich and productive, and extremely positive. As one person put it: “We are in a good space.” The
phrase captures people’s confidence in today’s Temple David. ‘Being in a good space’ never meant that everything is
perfect, but it reflects a fine optimism and deep appreciation of Rabbi Adi Cohen and his family.
What people value most about their involvement with Temple is feeling part of a community. Thanks to the efforts of a
number of people, being a supportive community has been immensely strengthened over the year. The Shmooz Club
of senior members, which meets monthly for lunch, entertainment and shmoozing, routinely attracts 35-40 people
(and on occasion as many as 60) with 6-8 dedicated volunteers.
Baby Boomers’ get-togethers started in March this year and are proving to be very popular. The monthly get-togethers
for lunch or dinner at various restaurants are an informal and effortless way of linking together people of sixtysomething years of age – though proof of age is not required!
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It is particularly pleasing to note that quite a number of young people who have had their b’nei mitzvah in the last few
years have maintained close connections with Temple, in no small measure due to the influence of their b’nei mitzvah
teacher, Helen Bryant. These young people work with the teachers at the Shabbat morning Religion School; help
conduct services, and willingly lend a hand at special events.
A key goal in the third pillar of the Strategic Plan – bringing people closer to our congregation – is to attract new
members and in the past year we managed to exceed our target. It has been a pleasure to welcome these new faces,
they have already enriched our congregation.
A few other points it would be remiss to not mention:
o

February saw the beginning of our participation in the Domim- Alike Project as we welcomed Rabbi David
Benyamin from Kehillat Brit Olam, Kiryat Ono;

o

We again had a fantastic sold out Second Night Seder;

o

Our family friendly Doven and Dine musical Kabbalat Shabbat services and dinners once a month
continue to be a great success;

o

We held our second 10x10x10 on Erev Shavuot when ten people speak for ten minutes about the ten
‘commandments’ they observe in their professional or personal lives;

o

In line with the times, we are using social media more extensively than in the past with active public and
members-only Facebook groups.

o

The Heritage Funds have been put to excellent use

Finally, but certainly not least, I must express my thanks to the members of the Temple David community. They have
been incredibly supportive of this year’s Board and, indeed, of Temple David in its entirely. Everything that happens at
Temple David happens because of the hard work of many many people. I look forward to another excellent year.
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Beth Shalom – Auckland, New Zealand
Sally Natan, President

We’ve had an exciting year here at Beth Shalom and we’ve achieved a lot over this time. We have a
vibrant, young and visionary Board of Management and dedicated committees who work well together.
The Board has supported me in my role as President and I’d like to thank them for all their work over
this past year. I would also like to thank our Educator Debbie Miller who has provided leadership at our
Hebrew School and Adult Education programmes, some of which have been adventurous and definitely
relationship building! I’d also like to thank the Ritual committee who organise services and provide
leadership whilst we have no Rabbi. I’d also like to thank members and supporters in our community
who have assisted in so many ways.
Here are some of the projects that we have been involved in this past year:
Renovation of the kitchen/library and toilet area: This has been a big project and has been solely funded by donations
from the community, which has been an amazing feat for everyone. The actual construction took three months
between mid June through to mid September. During this time the shul was still functioning for services and Hebrew
school and minimum capacity for functions and simchas.
We managed to open our fully functioning new amenities two days before a Bar Mitzvah, which was following by
another the following Shabbat and then the High Holy Days were upon us. It was a huge task getting it finished and full
credit to all involved in the project.
Visiting Rabbi: We were very fortunate to have Rabbi Levi Weiman Kelman and his wife Paula join and lead us through
the High Holy Days this year. They arrived towards the end of August and stayed with us until mid October. We thrived
on Rabbi Levi’s leadership and both he and Paula brought with them an exuberance and vitality coupled with deep
spiritual connection which was effortlessly shared.
Search for fulltime Rabbi for Beth Shalom: We are currently seeking a fulltime Rabbi and the Rabbinic Search
committee has been working hard to prepare all the documentation required. We are currently receiving initial
enquiries and will be beginning the interview process soon. The Search committee has been very appreciative of the
ongoing support of Rabbi Fred Morgan as they have been preparing the position description and supporting
documents for this process.
Sponsoring Rabbi: We are very grateful for the support over the past year of Rabbi Keren Black who came to New
Zealand in late June and spent a week visiting congregations throughout the country. Rabbi Keren Black is our
sponsoring Rabbi whilst we don’t have a Rabbi. He spent a weekend with us at Beth Shalom and was joined by Cantor
Bentley from Brisbane in order to hold a Bet Din for four of our Conversion candidates who successfully completed
their process.
During the year we also:
Held regular onegs and pot luck dinners following Shabbat services;
Hosted our annual communal Seder for Pesach;
Approximately 50 people walked the Tongariro Crossing with a Shabbat service and overnight on the trek;
Held numerous creative and successful celebrations of chagim for the Hebrew school children and adults
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Dunedin Jewish Congregation
Andrew Spiegel, President
The DJC has had a wonderful year, with many new, cultural activities (including academic talks, original films, and many
overseas visitors keen to share in Dunedin’s unique community) adding to regular religious ones. Many events have
filled the synagogue, with participants as young as 6 and as old as 96. University students regularly attend. The
community, while still small and vulnerable, is also still vibrant.
Additionally we have recently set up a Give a Little page to help us fund needed repair work done on one of our
historic Torah scrolls.
If you are keen to assist in funding the repairs, here is the link: https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/saveourtorah.
We are also looking for trusts to apply to help us fund some needed building repairs, security upgrades and
renovations. If anyone in our wider community knows of any that we should be applying to please let us know.
We hope you've all had a great year and wish you a happy and healthy one to come.
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Temple Sinai – Wellington, New Zealand
Kelvin Ratnam, Chairman

I am pleased to submit this report highlighting some of the activities undertaken in our
congregation since the last UPJ Biennial meeting in Perth, November 2016.
Committees of the Board of Management
Education Committee (includes )Beit Midrash
Communications
Ritual
Membership
Conversion
Building and Maintenance
Kesher (community support)
Sustainability and Social Action
Programmes
Beit Midrash
Adult Education
B’nei Mitzvah
Sinai Seniors (now under Wellington Jewish Care of the Aged Society)
Youth Programmes
Over 20s (young adults) Kabbalat Shabbat Programme (bi-monthly)
Over 60s Programme
Tot Shabbat Programme (monthly)
Rosh Chodesh
Our membership continues to grow slowly but steadily. We have special services to welcome new members.
Our weekly Shabbat morning services are led by our team of dedicated service leaders, chazzanim, Torah readers and
the delivery of drashot. Our intimate family style Kabbalat shabbat services have been enriched by the participation of
Garin Sinai, our wonderful youth group. Our members conducted all the High Holiday services with inspirational
leading, beautiful singing, in depth drashot and skillful Torah reading. Sukkot was joyfully celebrated and the Beit
Midrash families decorated the Sukkah. We have introduced a Tot Shabbat service for babies and toddlers which is
held once a month and a young adults Kabbalat Shabbat service has been introduced which brings in young people
young people not affiliated to either of the two shules in Wellington. Our Purim party included the Hamentashen
Competition and the youth group performed a wonderfully funny purimspiel. An intimate and beautiful Ma’ariv service
is held once a month in Lower Hutt. The Tu B’shvat seder was well organised. Our young members continue to read
their Torah portions and lead services on the anniversary of their bar/bat mitzvah. Tisha B’Av was observed with Rabbi
Ma’ayan Turner. Temple Sinai women come together every Rosh Chodesh. Our community Passover Seder was
attended by over 100 members. Cantor Jessi Roemer co-led the singing at Passover service. Our Temple family worked
beautifully together to create a very special Seder organized by Gigi Fenster.
We also had visitors from overseas. W held a Bread and Torah Shabbaton with Rabbi Linda Motzkin and Rabbi
Jonathan Rubinstein from “Bread and Torah” who were with us for a weekend of challah baking, babka making and
scribal arts. Cantor Jessi Roemer led workshops for our Chazzan team and our youth group. Rabbi Jonathan Keren Black
and Rabbi Na’amah Kelman formed a Beit Din for our conversion candidates.
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As part Adult Education Programme we hold a Shabbat morning study group; an Introduction to Judaism course on
Sunday afternoons; meditation on Tuesday mornings; the study of the Pirkei Avot on Tuesday evenings and a monthly
meditation group that meets on Sunday afternoons.
Our funerals and bereavement services are provided by our Chevra Kaddisha. We offer Tahara (ritual purification of the
body); Shmirah (vigil keeping from the time of death until burial) and Halbasha (dressing the body in
takhrikhim/shrouds). A Funeral Practices booklet has been completed.
The Kesher service is running well: we continue to write and send cards to our members for various occasions in their
lives; create lovely kiddushes to commemorate our joys and sorrows; send packages of apples and honey at Rosh
HaShana and Mishloach Manot at Purim and ensure that our Temple’s foyer is graced every Shabbat by our Temple
Administrator’s skillful and beautiful floral arrangements.
Ritual
All our chagim and the High Holy Days continued to be well planned with wide lay participation, and were well
conducted for the congregation’s religious and social vitality. Shabbat services continue to be well organized, The
Ritual Committee has supported youth services, promoted the newly introduced Tot Sabbath services. Kabbalat
Shabbat maintains its steady attendance. A young adult Kabbalat Shabbat service has been implemented since June
2017 and is growing in attendance.
Finance
Our finances are in a relatively good state. Our thanks go to our Treasurer, Sam Segal who has done a wonderful job in
managing our finances.
Bequests Management
We have fielded some inquiries from members about making provisions for bequests to the Temple. We will be
incorporating the learnings from this first-hand experience in ongoing work on a bequest brochure and information for
Temple Sinai website.
Fundraising
Fundraising this past year has been on the quiet side with special programmes and events in calendar largely being
funded out of our operating budget. A grant application for our Youth Education programme is in progress and the
Board is investigating the option for seeking funding for building maintenance once a 5-year maintenance plan has
been prepared.
Membership
We have received some new member applications. In the absence of a progressive rabbi in New Zealand all new
membership applications are now vetted by the UPJ’s Visiting Rabbi, Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black who is based in
Melbourne as rabbi of the Leo Baeck Centre for Progressive Judaism.
Conversion Programme
Our Conversion Committee continues to work with Rabbi Keren Black as our Moetzah representative who helps us
ensure our processes are consistent with those of other congregations in our region. We currently have a number of
candidates who are preparing for their conversion.
Youth Education
The Youth Educator role has been pivotal in establishing and delivering successful and engaging programmes for our
youth and Beit Midrash. Garin Sinai’s active participation in our congregational activities has brought an energy into
our congregation – attendance and feedback from youth-led services is a testament to this.
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Beit Midrash
Our Beit Midrash families have been active in the life of the Temple. This year’s Beit Midrash sessions have been
wonderful, and despite changing numbers, very fulfilling. Another staple of our sessions is Ivrit, which the children
demand it is ever skipped. The children have also been exposed to storytelling connected to the week’s Parasha and
ritual objects have been used to amplify details of the text. Dance and drama have also been used as teaching tools.
The establishment of Tot Shabbat, with a significant number of young babies and toddlers has been a plus for our
Temple. Sinai and though the tots will be some years away from the Beit Midrash now, without this program they may
never have arrived. Family support and involvement is crucial for the Beit Midrash and we are lucky to have patient
and generous families lining up to help us.
Library
The Board is in the process of deciding on a library policy for the future development of the Temple’s library’s structure
and resources. We have received feedback from interested members on this matter.
Policy and Planning
During the year our congregants were surveyed to seek their opinion and comment about past and future rabbinic
support at Temple Sinai. A range of options, not a definitive list, for the employment of staff by Temple Sinai in the
future was provided and members were asked to comment. The survey sought comment on membership experience
of rabbinic support, both long-term and short-term, in past years. The survey also gave members an opportunity to
draw the attention of the Board to any matters concerning the management of Temple Sinai. There was however a low
response rate to the survey making it not statistically significant. However comments made were taken into
consideration by the Board.
Communications
The Temple’s Bulletin continues to be issued every month, with particular thanks to our editor, Eileen Jordahl who has
carried on in this role ably assisted by a team of proofreaders, “collator-mailers”. A sub-committee has been formed to
reformulate Temple's website. We are particularly keen to develop timely information on community services as well
as material for prospective immigrants. Serious consideration is being to the possibility of a major website redesign.
Union of Progressive Judaism (UPJ)
We are committed affiliate of the UPJ. We have also established a Regional UPJ Forum that brings together the
progressive Jewish communities in New Zealand (Auckland, Waikato, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin) to discuss
common issues affecting small congregations which the UPJ may be able to assist with advice and resources.
NZ and Wellington Jewish Community
We have continued our constructive relationship with Wellington Jewish Community Centre including a twice-yearly
joint Board meeting. Temple Sinai and WJCC collaborate to plan and carry out several community events such as
Hannukah in the Park, United Nations and community Holocaust commemorations, Yom Hazikaron and Yom
Ha’atzmaut ceremonies, the annual picnic and more. Many of these events involve other Wellington Jewish
community institutions such as Wellington Regional Jewish Council and NZ Holocaust Centre and the Israeli Embassy.
We are also affiliated to the New Zealand Jewish Council that is the roof body for the New Zealand Jewish Community.
Wellington Jewish Care of the Aged Society (WCJAS)
Sinai Seniors has merged with Wellington Care of WJCAS that continues assisting the elderly and infirm in the
Wellington region. Temple Sinai continues to provide its facilities for the monthly WCJAS lunch.
Downtown Community Ministry (DCM)
DCM works with people who are homeless in Wellington. We have continued our close relationship with DCM. Our
members have continued to assist over the past year helping DCM to fund raise with their book sale, food bank and in
other ways.
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Abrahamic Council (formerly the Wellington Council of Christian and Jews)
The former Wellington Council of Christian and Jews became the Abrahamic Council with the addition of
representation from the Wellington Muslim community. Currently we do not have a Board representative on the
Abrahamic Council. However we do have two Temple members who are Co-Chair and Secretary in their own right.
Temple members visited the Kilbirnie Mosque for an interfaith gathering.
Temple Sinai also has a special relationship with our nearest faith neighbor, St Peters Anglican Church on Willis Street.
In November members of both congregations came together at Temple Sinai for an afternoon to study “God’s Earth –
Our Home” - our shared environmental responsibilities not only for the whole world but for our own little piece of the
world.
Building and Maintenance
A 5-year maintenance plan is being drawn up.
Security
No significant security incidents affected the Wellington Jewish community despite continuing terrorist activity in
Europe, the United States and Australia.
The current national security assessment by the New Zealand Intelligence Community was raised to low as opposed to
its previous setting of very low. In the current national and international security environment Jewish communities at
home and abroad have remained vigilant against potentially vulnerable threats. The Community Security Group (CSG)
in Wellington has continued to provide security for both Jewish congregations in Wellington. The CSG also continues to
maintain a good working relationship with the New Zealand Police.
My thanks go to the members of our Board and congregation who ensure that we remain a vibrant congregation.
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Kehillat Beijing – Beijing, China
Amy Gendler, President
This is my first report to the UPJ, having recently taken over the presidency from
Josh Kurtzig, who moved to Shanghai with his family.
Our community has seen many changes over the past several years, in large part because of the changing expat
demographics of Beijing as a whole. We have fewer families, and many more “20-something” students and young
professionals. While this has an inherent effect on our fund-raising potential from within the community, it has also
generated an infectious enthusiasm. We are fortunate to have many engaged young folks participating on every level
— ritual, social, educational and organizational.
For the 2016-7 academic year, our Sunday learning program TOV! continued, with 15 children 4- through 13-years-old,
down from nearly 30 just a few years earlier. The program has been co-organized with Chabad Beijing since 2012, and
includes Hebrew language lessons as well as Jewish studies. Concurrently, a group of adults (mostly parents) held
discussions over coffee and challah rolls, with different people responsible for leading each Sunday morning’s topic.
The venue was Ganeinu International School, located in suburban Beijing.
Rabbi Jack Shlachter journeyed from the US to start off our 2016–7 / 5777–5778 Jewish year, leading High Holiday
services again in 2016. This included a “Mini-Retreat” over Shabbat Shuvah, held at the weekend home of Roberta
Lipson and Ted Plafker. Everyone kept busy with a Saturday morning service, a hike on the Great Wall, Havdalah; and
animated discussions in many different configurations. High Holiday attendance was affected by the overlap of China’s
“Golden Week” October 1st through 7th and Rosh Hashana (Erev Rosh Hashana was October 2nd). And Saturday and
Sunday of Shabbat Shuvah were official working days in the country.
Our weekly Friday night Shabbat services and dinners continued uninterrupted, as they have for 24 years. Capital Club
Athletic Center remains our weekly home. Being lay-led, each week two different congregants lead the service and “do
the dvar”. We have a 33-year-old aspiring rabbi who often leads our lay-led services. On several occasions throughout
the year, we had Musical Shabbats. We hosted a few speakers, and we had a well-attended Quiz Night.
Kehillat held the usual Chanukah party on the 50th floor (fancier venue, with dress code) of the Capital Club Mansion.
Our Purim Schpiels have been legendarily topical and hilarious, and 2017 was no exception. Kehillat’s Passover Seder,
with nearly 100 attendees from all over the world, was led by a long-time Kehillat member. We had a rambunctious
group at our Spring Retreat at the Great Wall.
Our new board (elected August 2017) has three 28-year-olds! The board got off to a strong start in envisioning new
initiatives based on goals I articulated. We’ve already started Brews with the Jews, meeting at a nearby brew pub for
beers an hour before Friday night services. Two Friday night Shabbats have been jointly held with Moishe House
Beijing (one at their venue and one at ours). We have plans for a politics-related panel, a tea market tour, a baijiu
(nasty Chinese rice wine) tasting, “musical Shabbats”, and our Chanukah party — before the end of 2017. Our intention
is to have at least one “special Shabbat” and one non-Friday event each month; with “musical Shabbats” in the 50th
floor music room.
Financially, we are looking for ways to continue offering subsidized Friday night meals for students and young
professionals. The Capital Club charges 120CNY per meal — with a complicated scheme that works against us if the
number of participants is low. We offer a discounted meal price of 50CNY, to attract more students and young
professionals. But recently we’ve had to limit the program to students only, to control our losses on any given Friday
night. The demographic shift has put the meal subsidy program in jeopardy, and we’re reaching out to Kehillat Beijing
“alumni” outside of Beijing to raise funds. We’d like to solve this problem once and for all.
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Looking ahead, we’re excited about the challenges and the opportunities. We will create events that engage the
community, generate excitement, and “draw people in”. Already we have a crew of new arrivals (all under 30 years
old) that is anxious to participate. We will be seeking new (or new-to-us) siddurim, as our current ones are well-worn
and outdated. We’ll have two Bar/Bat Mitzvahs (for a 13-year-old and a 53-year-old), and Limmud; other cultural
enrichment events — with more Shabbat fun on the horizon!
Once again, we are appreciative to be included in the UPJ family!!
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United Jewish Congregation of Hong Kong
Joshua Lavin, President

The United Jewish Congregation of Hong Kong (UJC) had another successful year in 2016.
The UJC Sanctuary and other parts of the Jewish Community Centre (JCC) were the main venue for Shabbat services,
holiday services, festival celebrations, educational programs including Shorashim, while outside venues were used to
accommodate major holiday events. Shorashim, the congregation’s religious school, began its seventeenth year.
Many life cycle and other celebrations were held, including B’nai Mitzvah, Brit Milah, conversions and naming
ceremonies.
Leadership. Rabbi Stanton Zamek; Education Director Rabbi Martha Bergadine; Cantor Melissa Berman provided
spiritual leadership and developed or expanded programs for the congregation, JCC and the Hong Kong community.
An Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 14th June, 2016, elected the following UJC members to the Executive
Committee: Charles Allard, Clayton Carol, Mara Constaintin, Bob Cooper, Rachel Fleishman, Sergio Fernandes de Lima,
Andrew Gordon, Joshua Lavin, Josephine Mogelof, Alan Schiffman, Holly Schwartz, Mark Skurnik, Yuval Tal, Barbara
Thomas, and David Zeiden. Robert Green, as Founding Chairman, Robert Meyer, Mark Michelson, Charles Monat are
Honorary Members of the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee chose the following officers: Joshua Lavin
(president), Josephine Mogelof (vice president), Andrew Gordon (treasurer) and David Zeiden (secretary). Nancy Lui,
Executive Administrator, Charlene Hsia, Assistant Administrator continued to make outstanding contributions to the
operations and spirit of the UJC.
Membership: Membership figures (in units) as of December 31st, 2016, were as follows:
Type

Number

Family

90

Individual

30

Individual “Under 30”
Non-Resident

3
13

Associate

1

Life

3

Total Members

140

246 adults; 165 children

The majority of members have come from Progressive, Reform, or Liberal congregations in North America
and Commonwealth countries, and many have also been affiliated with Conservative synagogues. The UJC is
international, including members from Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Britain, Canada, Chile, China,
France, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, the United
States, Uruguay, and a number of UJC members are originally from Hong Kong. We estimate over half of our
congregation have lived in Hong Kong for more than five years with many living in Hong Kong for decades.
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Shabbat services. The UJC holds weekly Friday night Shabbat services in its permanent Sanctuary in the auditorium of
the Jewish Community Centre. Shabbat B’yachad services are conducted at 6:15pm approximately once per month to
enable families with young children to participate. On Saturday mornings, Torah Study sessions are held in the Rabbi’s
apartment in Robinson Place. The following is a summary of the Shabbat programs offered during the year:
Shabbat Evening Service. Every Friday, 7:00pm in the UJC Sanctuary -- followed by Shabbat dinner at the JCC. When
the Rabbi and Cantor might be away, lay leaders conduct services.
Havdalah Pajama Party: A monthly program for 3 year olds and their parents to introduce them to the Sanctuary and
Shabbat services. Songs, games, crafts and stories about upcoming holidays and festivals.
Torah Study: Parashat HaShavua: Rabbi's Residence, One Robinson Place, Every Saturday, 9:30-11:00 am. Study of
the Torah portion of the week, drawing on both traditional and contemporary sources. A light breakfast is served.
Visiting Rabbis, Scholars: Professor Aren Maeir – January 22-24, 2016; Dr. Dan Ben-Canaan – May 29, 2016; Rabbi
Geoff Dennis – June 5-8, 2016; Rabbi Andrew Hahn, The Kirtan Rabbi – October 28 & 30, 2016; Rabbi Joel Oseran –
November 11-13, 2016
Holidays and Festivals. The UJC again organized an active and diversified schedule of holiday and festival events
during the past year. Rabbi Stanton Zamek, Rabbi Martha Bergadine, Cantor Melissa Berman, Nancy Lui, Charlene Hsia
and numerous UJC volunteers took the lead in planning, coordinating and conducting these celebrations.
Holiday celebrations during the calendar year 2016 included: Tu B’Shevat Seder; 22nd January 2016; 31st January 2016
Tu B’Shevat – Incense Tree Plantation Outing; Purim: 20th March 2016 – Purim Carnival in the UJC Sanctuary, 23rd
March 2016 – Megillah Reading and Purim Schpiel in the UJC Sanctuary; Passover Seder: 22nd April 2016 at the JCC,
Passover Day 1, Day 2 & Day 7 Morning Services, 23rd, 24th & 29th April 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary, Passover Day 8
Morning Service & Yizkor, 30th April 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Community Yom HaShoah Service: 4th May 2016 at the
JCC; New Members’ Shabbat: 6th May 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Community Yom HaZikaron Celebration: 10th May
2016 at the JCC; Yom Ha’atzma’ut Movie Night : 11th April 2016 in the Rabbi’s apartment; Farewell Shabbat: 10th June
2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Tikkun Leil Shavuot: 11th June 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Shavuot Day 2 Morning Service &
Yizkor: 13th June 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Selichot Program and Service: 24th September 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary;
Cemetery Visit: 25th September 2016 at the Stanley Military Cemetery; ExCo Installation Ceremony: 7th October 2016
in the UJC Sanctuary; High Holy Days: Led by Rabbi Stanton Zamek and Cantor Melissa Berman; Rosh Hashanah: 2nd –
3rd October 2016 at the UJC Sanctuary. A separate Children’s Programme is organised by Rabbi Martha Bergadine;
Rosh Hashanah, 2nd Day: 4th October 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Yom Kippur: 11th – 12th October 2016 in the UJC
Sanctuary; Tashlich Service: 3rd October 2016 at Central Pier; Sukkot Dinner: 16th October 2016 in the Sukkah at the
JCC; Sukkot Day 1 & Day 2 Morning Service: 17th & 18th October 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary, followed by Kiddush in the
Sukkah at the JCC; Sukkotoberfest: 19th October 2016 in the Sukkah at the JCC; Shemini Atzeret Service & Yizkor: 24th
October 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Simchat Torah: A joyous evening was held in the UJC Sanctuary on the 24th
October 2016, including Consecration of beginning Shorashim students and presentation of siddurim to B’nai Mitzvah
class. Services were followed by a dairy/vegetarian Pot luck dinner; Atzeret/Simchat Torah Morning Service: 25th
October 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; New Members’ Shabbat: 11th November 2016 in the UJC Sanctuary; Chanukah:
15th December 2016 – Chanukah Cocktails at The China Club, 24th December 2016 – Youth Group Chanukah Party in
Rabbi’s apartment, 30th December 2016 – “Shabbanukkah” Service in the UJC Sanctuary led by Rabbi Stanton Zamek
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Social Activities
Breakfast Havurah: A gathering that features lively discussion over breakfast usually with visiting scholars in
attendance.
The Bookhers: The UJC’s Book Group meeting on a monthly basis for anyone who likes to read and discuss Jewish
books – fiction, memoir, biography – it is up to the group to select.
OOMF – The Overlords of Maniacal Fandom: OOMF is the UJC affinity group meeting on a monthly basis for lovers of
nerd culture in all its myriad forms.
UJC Gala: March 5th, 2016 – Held at the Ladies Recreations Club. Proceeds benefit the UJC and The Patient Care
Foundation, which provides free medical services to refugees and asylum seekers living in Hong Kong.
Tikkun Olam
UJC NETT Service Learning Project: The UJC NETT (Native English Teen Tutor) Service Learning project completed its
fifth year. Thirteen UJC teens travelled to Tin Shui Wai approximately once a month to serve as English tutors for
English High-Achieving students at the HLC School. After the visit, the UJC NETTs joined Rabbi Zamek for Shabbat lunch
and a learning session. For the final session in January 2017, the HKFYG/Lee Shau Kee EHAs will visit the UJC.
UJC Make a Miracle Mitzvah Day: On UJC Make a Miracle Mitzvah Day (4th December, 2016), over 150 individuals
came together for a day of volunteering with Hong Kong charitable organizations. UJC volunteers as young as age five
worked with organizations serving underprivileged children, the elderly, vulnerable populations, and environmental
concerns.
Mitzvah Day Food Drive: Congregants were provided with bags, and asked to return the bags filled with nonperishable food items. All the food collected was donated to Feeding Hong Kong.
YoPro, several Young Professional members of the UJC have taken leadership of a YoPro Group for members age 2540. They have planned several well received events including a Bowling Party, Pre-Purim Beer Tasting, Shabbat Dinner,
Junk Trip, BBQ, Hiking and Bali Shabbaton. Given the enthusiasm of the core of YoPro members, this group will
continue to thrive next year.
Youth Group. The purpose of YG is to provide an opportunity for UJC member children age 10-13 to socialize together,
and to give those children who attend Carmel and those who attend Shorashim a chance to get to know each other
better. The group met several times and was enthusiastically received by kids and parents. Activities included a
Games Night, Movie Night, and Hanukkah Party. The YG has also visited The UHC Singapore between April 30 and 2
May. Overall, JYG has been extremely successful.
Adult Education: Introduction to Judaism, “One Congregation, One Book” Project – “The David Story”, Questions of
Belief, Hebrew Marathon, Adult B’nai Mitzvah Program
Shorashim, under the leadership of Education and Programming Director continues to provide quality liberal religious
and Hebrew language education to primary and middle school age children and their families. The school is inclusive
and egalitarian, reflecting the values of Progressive Judaism and the diversity of the Jewish Community in Hong Kong.
Shorashim is for children pre-kindergarten to grade 8 and covers history and social studies, holidays and ceremonies,
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Hebrew and prayer, ethics and values and Torah. High school students continue to be involved with learning and also
serve as madrikhim ("guides" or teachers' aides) for the lower grades. Family education is an important component of
Shorashim. Education is the cornerstone of the UJC, and the quality of Shorashim emphasizes that commitment. On
average, 40 students were enrolled during the year.
Life Cycle Events. During 2016, UJC members celebrated: 10 B’nai Mitzvahs, 7 Brit Milah, 3 Naming Ceremonies, 2
Conversions, 1 Wedding
Funding. The Congregation is partially funded by dues and fees for specific programs and events. UJC members and
other friends of the congregation make general donations to the congregation and also make donations to recognize
Holidays and life cycle events. The annual UJC Gala is an important Fundraising Event for the congregation. The UJC is
grateful to the Incorporated Trustees of The Jewish Community of Hong Kong for their generous subvention to our
Congregation, including the UJC office premises, the UJC Sanctuary and the apartment for the UJC Rabbi.

I would like to conclude by thanking all the professional staff, and the office staff, my colleagues on Exco and the many
volunteers who have contributed so much time and energy to the Congregation during the past year.
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Kehilat Shanghai – Shanghai, China
Hannah Maia Frishberg, Community Coordinator
Kehilat Shanghai provides a home for Jewish individuals across Shanghai and the surrounding cities.
This year was big year for us, as we used our “why” of ‘providing a home for progressive Judaism in
Shanghai for generations to come’ to make strategic decisions guiding our programing and ability to serve the
community at large.
While our community is still small in membership numbers, we are growing in reach and saw close to 200 individuals
attending High Holiday services in 2016, the last services lead by our mentor Rabbi David Wolfman. Passover 2017, led
by Rabbi Esteban Gottfried of Tel Aviv, had over 200 people for our annual 2nd night Seder, a record-breaking number
for us as a Kehilat.
We hope to leverage our appeal as an open accepting community to welcome in more members in this upcoming
year. Additionally, we are excited by the increased numbers of families and young professionals attending our holiday
and regular programming.
2017 saw the arrival of our newest Community Coordinator, who has been instrumental in leveraging regional
cooperation and implementing frequent and diverse programming. Some of those programs are a continuation of
previous initiatives, including the Scotch and Cigar Club, Monthly Movie Night, the Women’s Group, and the Children’s
group. New this year has been an establishment of a B’nei Mitzvah Class, which led to the training and preparation of 4
children for our first ever Community B’nei Mitzvah. This was held at the historic Ohel Moishe, our “home” here in
Shanghai.
New this year is the Jewish Young Professionals Network, a monthly event which has drawn on average 30
professionals from all parts of the Jewish community to hear more experienced members of the community share their
knowledge. Additionally, we are working towards the establishment of a Jewish Education program, formal teen group,
and the beginning of a family Shabbat series in conjunction with our new PJ Library program.
One important change in the community is the increased frequency of Shabbat dinners to a near weekly occurrence.
Shabbat is now held all over the city including Pudong, the far east part of our massive city which is accessible to more
of our families. There has been a steady and continual monthly Shabbat dinner in cooperation with Moishe House
Shanghai. Besides our locally inspired programs, we are looking forward to participating in more global initiatives,
including hosting another Limmud this winter. There is a lot happening here at Kehilat!
It has been energizing to work with Asia Progressive Judaism and participate in the collaboration between the
communities in East Asia. This has already lead to Shanghai’s participation in two regional teen retreats, and looking
forward to participating in the regional Summit next year. The JDC has continually served as an advisor for the
community, supporting these regional collaborations and grassroots initiatives as they come to fruition. The UPJ has
been instrumental in their continued support and guidance for Kehilat Shanghai. Leveraging our UPJ network, we were
fortunate to have Rabbi Gary Robuck as our guest Rabbi for the High Holidays in 2017.
Our board has worked tirelessly to get us to this point, and we are thankful to an active community and engaged
coordinator to keep the Kehilat driving in the right direction. Looking forward to pursuing the possibilities ahead!
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United Hebrew Congregation - Singapore
Stefanie Green, President
In 5777, the United Hebrew Congregation continued to grow in numbers and in activities.
Our membership numbers experience high and low tides. Despite the usual exodus of
expats from Singapore in the summer, by Yom Kippur we were back to over 140 membership units, including around
200 children.
We know that many Jewish families move to Singapore, and one of our biggest challenges is making sure they know to
look for us.
We hold services and activities around all the major holidays, including seders both nights of Passover, and wellattended services at Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Each month, we hold one Community Shabbat, followed by a
dinner, which usually attracts more than 100 participants, and we have started a regular Thursday morning minyan.
We continue to have a Shabbat morning services & Torah study groups twice a month, meeting in a member’s home.
Our Religious School has now grown to six classes and around 70 students, aged 3 to 13. Many of these go on to bar or
bat mitzvah, and to date, we celebrated 16 of these, mostly in Singapore.
We also celebrated 14 newborn babies – and these statistics help in understanding the UHC’s young demographics. We
are proud to also have had five successful conversions this past membership year.
Our Shabbat Olam series throws the spotlight on a different country, Jewish community and its cuisine each month,
and we have enjoyed a range of Jewish tastes from Iraqi and Australian to South African and Chilean! While close to a
half of our families have some North American roots, we draw our membership from all around the world, including
German, British, French, Italian, Brazilian, Israeli, Aussie and all parts of Asia.
We have worked to support Judaism in the wider Asian region, initiating youth trips to Hong Kong and Shanghai, and a
young professionals weekend in Yangon, Myanmar and Laos.
We have also taken steps to foster Reform communities in Phnom Penh, Cambodia and in Bali. Closer to home, we
have members in Malaysia and Indonesia who travel to Singapore to celebrate major holidays with us. For the third
year, we held an overnight camp on St. John’s Island, led by parents and teens.
There were several Tikkun Olam initiatives, including the Omer Challenge, which raised money for and awareness
about food poverty in Singapore and Israel. Our lunch and learn in the CBD provides a midday oasis twice a month and
helps quench the thirst for Jewish knowledge amongst our businessmen and women. And we continue to play an
important part in the local interfaith community, striving for harmony between religions across Singapore.
Much work is done by the Board, led by our indefatigable President Stefanie Green, and by our Rabbi, Nathan Alfred.
We continue to work together to build a Reform community in Singapore, and aim to be a shining beacon of Jewish life
in Asia.
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Jewish Community of Japan – Tokyo
Philip Rosenfeld, President; David Kunin, Rabbi
The Jewish Community of Japan is proud to be part of the UPJ family. We look forward to cooperation here in Asia and
across the region.
Our community, though small, continues to be vibrant, with a diverse population of expatriates and long-term
residents. The Jewish population of Japan is not much more than a thousand, and our Centre stands as the focal
point. We have a strong cooperative relationship with the Israeli Embassy, and the two smaller Chabad Houses.
Rabbis have served our community for many years, and we are pleased the Rabbi Kunin is beginning his fourth year as
our spiritual leader. He works with a group of committed volunteers and synagogue staff who dedicate many hours to
build a strong community. His wife Shelley has led our religious school for the last two years, and has been an
invaluable addition to our staff.
Our religious school of more than 50 children is the centre of our synagogue community. It creates a vibrant energy on
Sundays and Wednesdays. Our learning environment is second to none, and our children play an active role in leading
our monthly family services. We are very proud of our Bar and Bat Mitzvah, they not only chant from the Torah and
Haftara, but also lead the entire traditional service from Shacharit through to Musaf. We are also thrilled that 90% of
our post bar/bat mitzvah youth return to volunteer as aides in our synagogue school.
Our High Holidays are always a highlight in the synagogue year. As with the last several years we were pleased to have
Yoni Roth return to serve as our High Holiday hazon. All the services were very well attended. And this year, as last,
our community was the only one here in Japan to have a minyan on the second day of Rosh Hashanah. Our members
also enjoyed a series of delicious meals in the Sukkah, especially the gourmet Japanese meal featured in our “Sushi in
the Sukkah.”
We have also enjoyed meeting and greeting Jews from across the world at our series and at our regular Shabbat
dinners and lunches. We also serve as a home away from home, at our two communal Pesach seders (especially our
family friendly second seder), and on Purim and Channukah. We invite our UPJ family to visit us here in our beautiful
building at the very centre of Tokyo.
Over the past few years we have worked closely with the other UPJ communities in Asia. There were wonderful
opportunities for clergy to meet in Hong Kong and Tokyo, and a number of trips by teens and young professionals. This
year our community is exited to host the first Pan Asia Teen Summit, with participants from Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong
Kong and Singapore. We are delighted that NETZER leaders will be joining us for the weekend. We also look forward
to the Asian Leadership conference to be held in Hong Kong in January.
Other synagogue activities have included trivia contests and very popular synagogue Sunday after school brunches.
We are looking forward to our second JCJ Art Show, featuring the work of our own members in the coming week.
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ACT Jewish Community Progressive Congregation – Canberra, ACT
Robert Cussel and Peter Wise (on behalf of the Progressive Committee)
The ACT Jewish Community provides services, events, educational programs and
representation for Jewish people in Canberra and the region from across the
religious spectrum (Progressive, Orthodox, and Secular/Cultural) and operates with
a single Board of Management
A heartfelt “todah rabah” goes out to all who led services or offered drashot
throughout the year.
Lay leadership of services is an important aspect of what we have to offer. A Ritual Committee has been formed,
consisting of Rebecca Lehrer, Frank Selch, Raffi Lehrer, Solomon Elijah, Peter Wise, Lisa Gelbart and Dan Rosauer. The
Progressive Congregation runs lay led services on Friday nights (weekly), Saturday mornings (monthly), and the High
Holydays. Peter Wise has coordinated the Friday evening services throughout the year. Frank Selch coordinates and
leads the Saturday morning services. Special thanks go to him for his extensive preparation before each service, deep
knowledge and commitment to the Congregation - and a superb voice! Rebecca Lehrer is the overall coordinator of
religious services.
High Holyday services this year were coordinated by Jerzy Jagiello (Rosh Hashanah) and Frank Selch and Peter Wise
(Yom Kippur) in a warm and inclusive manner. We welcomed a number of visitors at each service. There was a joint
Community celebration for First Night Selichot.
In February, Rabbi Adi Cohen again visited the Congregation. Apart from leading the Friday night and Saturday morning
services, he facilitated a Congregational planning meeting. After a Communal Dinner in the hall on Friday night, he
gave a fascinating talk for the entire Community titled “Can I be a good Jew if I don't believe in God? Can there be
Judaism without God?”, which was very well received.
Sadly, Rabbi Cohen’s planned visit in November to conduct the Bat Mitzvah of Vida Rosauer had to be cancelled.
However, the Bat Mitzvah will still be held on 11 November, and will truly be a day to remember (!).
Netzer’s strong support for our Community continued this year.
In March, the Progressive and Orthodox Congregations joined together in the foyer where there was a “tri-mechitza”
(women, men and mixed) with the bimah in the middle. Netzer and an Orthodox madrich led the first part of our
regular service, after which we continued the rest of the service separately. Special thanks go to Rabbi Meltzer for
initiating this historic event in the life of our unique Community.
In November, they returned for a weekend of activities. They co-led the Friday evening Progressive service and the
Shabbat morning service. The weekend ended with a special joint youth movement activity with the Netzer leaders
and leaders from CaTZ (Canberra Tnua Zionit youth movement).
In April, Sophie Thorpe celebrated her Bat Mitzvah and did a superb job chanting her portion and delivering her
drosha. Rebecca Carpenter was welcomed to the Bemah for the first time to mark her journey in learning about her
Jewish heritage and delivered a magnificent drosha for the occasion.
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In November, 2016, Robert Cussel, Kevin White and Peter Wise attended the UPJ Biennial Conference in Perth. From
the very beginning of the Conference, we felt the friendliness and positive energy of all present. Our relationships with
individuals and Congregations were strengthened, and new relationships formed.
We have an active Progressive Committee consisting of Peter Wise, Bill Arnold, Athol Morris, Rebecca Lehrer, Frank
Selch, Sarah Greenbaum, Michael Zuckerman, Fiona Sweet-Formiatti and Robert Cussel. The Committee meets
regularly and reports to the Board of the ACT Jewish Community.
The Progressive Congregation of the ACT Jewish Community has decided to apply for a more formal affiliation to the
UPJ. This process is underway and we are working with the UPJ Board and mentor Dorothy Graff to advance this
process, which will recognise the unique situation if the Progressive Congregation of the ACT Jewish Congregation.
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ARZA Australia
Steve Denenberg, President
ARZA Australia has three “core” activities as the Political
Zionist arm of the Progressive movement in Australia. The
first is as Australia’s Progressive representatives in the World Zionist Congress (WZC); the second our representation in
the Zionist Federation of Australia (ZFA); and the third is to promote and inform Progressive congregations in Australia
about relevant events and activities in Israel, particularly with regard to religious pluralism and equality.
Despite the fact that the time between World Zionist Congress (WZC) gatherings is usually a quiet period, the past year
has been a time of some activity for ARZA Australia.
One of the key changes has been our move to total reliance on the work of volunteers with regard to the
administration and operation of the organisation. This has meant that we have not had to undertake fundraising to
provide funds for salaries or administration and have relied totally on the modest membership subscriptions that
members pay as part of their Synagogue affiliation.
However, it has also meant that our ability to undertake additional activities and promotions has been restricted,
particularly within the UPJ affiliated congregations. Consequently, the “out of sight, out of mind” syndrome has
occurred, resulting in a significant reduction in membership, particularly in congregations which moved ARZA
membership from an “opt out” to an “opt in” payment system within their subscription renewal. Most particularly,
ARZA membership in the key congregation of Temple Beth Israel, Melbourne, has reduced by 75% over the past year.
This is a major concern that we hope the UPJ and its member organisation will help us address.
Rather than independent fundraising ARZA has provided support to the UPJ and the UIA Progressive Trust and we are
delighted that the most recent campaign resulted in an increased amount being sent via the World Union for
Progressive Judaism to assist and support the work of the Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism (IMPJ) and the
Israel Religious Action Centre (IRAC). The guest speakers, Professors Tzvia & Rafi Walden, were inspirational and
personify all that ARZA believes in and works for.
Regarding the WZC, it is difficult to overestimate the importance of the role that ARZA plays as a member of ARZENU
other than to say that we are part of the largest coalition in the WZO and we continue to succeed with issues such as
the acceptance of a wide range of Resolutions to promote democracy and pluralism in Israel; to combat cronyism and
corruption in the National organisations in Israel; and to combat discrimination and anti-democratic measures within
the WZO, which is the Parliament of the Jewish People.
The various ‘backflips’ and other changes in the behaviour and policies of the WZO and the Israeli Government
subsequent to the approval of these resolutions at Congress is a source of immense frustration. However, it is also an
important reminder that we, and our colleagues in IRAC, the IMPJ, as well as ARZENU and the WUPJ, must maintain
our presence and strength in this institution if we are to ever achieve religious pluralism in Israel and the full
recognition of Progressive Judaism around the world.
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It is a scary but real fear, that if we lose these battles in the WZC it will only be a short time before Reform /
Progressive Jews, particularly in America, withdraw their support for Israel and for Progressive Judaism locally. As such,
we emphasise the need for each Reform or Progressive congregation to work closely together with the UPJ and ARZA.
Locally, for understandable and historic reasons, the ZFA supports every decision of the Government of Israel.
However, ARZA often doesn’t agree and when this does occur we take the opportunity to express our concern over
decisions that the Government makes that are anti-democratic and anti-egalitarian.
Our initial approach is always to inform the ZFA of these issues and to seek their support, having them speak on these
issues on behalf of the entire community. In this regard I pay tribute to former President, Philip Chester and current
President, Danny Lamm. On a personal level they may not agree with the views held by Progressive Jews but at least
during my involvement in the ZFA, they have always supported and promoted our stance on key issues, particularly
when the issues relate to democracy, equality and the fulfillment of the Declaration of Independence.
In conclusion I repeat our previous requests to the UPJ leadership and the Moetzah:
Members – we can only “keep the bastards honest” – both here and in Israel - from a position of strength. We need
your help to make sure that every member of your congregation over the age of 18 is a member of ARZA and that the
default position of your congregation is that, unless they consciously “opt out”, they will be a paid member of ARZA.
ARZA Shabbat – plan a Shabbat where one of our senior representatives can address your congregation;
Use and acknowledge the educational material that we distribute from the Jewish Agency and WZO;
Consider sharing scholar-in-residence visits with us – including a potential visit by a key person during 2018;
Appoint an ARZA liaison person to ensure that the information your members receive comes from you rather than
“somebody” in Sydney or Melbourne.
Also, please consider recruiting people for our Executive committee. We would be delighted to have a representative
from each congregation.
Finally, please consider how you can provide “help in kind” as a volunteer to support the work of ARZA.
With your support; plus the continued enthusiasm of the current members of the Committee, together with some
increased support from the UPJ congregations, it is my belief that we can continue to grow in number and in the
influence that we bring to the WZC; to the Zionist Federation of Australia; and in making Progressive Judaism stronger.
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Board of Progressive Jewish Education – Sydney, NSW
Ashleigh Antflick, President
The Board of Progressive Jewish Education (BPJE) is the umbrella organisation for
Hebrew and religious education of school-age children within the NSW and ACT progressive communities.
The curriculum, formal and informal, delivered at each centre, explicitly reflects pluralistic values, with particular focus
on gender equality, openness and mutual respect for all dimensions of Jewish experience.
BPJE's function is to assist campuses to run effectively by providing funding to ensure that campuses can provide
quality, innovative and engaging education to their students, as well as curriculum content, teacher training and
assistance with student recruitment.
BPJE has 4 campuses: Woollahra, Canberra, Chatswood and Netzer (with Central Coast still a member, but without an
operational campus at present).
JCA remains the sole source of funding for BPJE. Our available funds are distributed directly to campuses based on
detailed reporting, where student educational outcomes are placed at the heart of the allocation process.
Since the start of 2015, fiscal decentralisation and quality assurance have been our focus. As a result, our campuses
operate with the capacity to meet the specific needs of their students. Through innovation, the number of students
engaged in Jewish learning has increased.
BPJE is a volunteer board that is proud of the service that it provides to the students of NSW and ACT Progressive
communities.
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Emanuel School – Randwick, NSW
Anne Hastings, Principal
I am delighted to celebrate the year that was 2016 and the successes of the School,
our staff and students.
We believe that the moral imperative of a school for the education of students should be about preparing students for
life beyond school and ensuring that the next generation of adults have the capacity to thrive and take a leadership
role in building a better world. Our role as educators involves developing the capacity of our students to thrive as
human beings and take this leadership role in building a better world in the future.
One aspect of this aim that has emerged more comprehensively over recent years is for our students to be global
citizens.
Our values of compassion, responsibility, justice and building community have been enacted particularly through our
outreach programs in Israel, East Timor and Jilkminggan. At the end of 2016, 75 of our Year 10 students experienced
Chavayah, an intensive 6-week experience immersed in the history, politics, geography and many other complexities of
Israel. During that time they considered a range of perspectives, opinions and views, thus developing their
understanding of how the country works and their own relationship to it.
Our East Timor experience, initiated in 2015, teaches students about an Asian country close to us that has experienced
considerable adversity and is now emerging like a chrysalis from this into a far more positive future. Our students’
involvement in this program also sees them stepping out of their comfort zone and into the roles of teachers of English
to the students in a remote school – in itself a challenging and very rewarding experience for them.
Our Jilkminggan connection, now moving into its seventh year, has been pivotal in breaking stereotypes and building
understanding of the complex issues related to our indigenous Australians.
These experiences, while taking our students away from their classroom learning for a time, teach them extremely
important lessons that are essential for the development of global citizens. All of these journeys emphasise mutual
respect and the building of relationships between our students and people who have had very different life
experiences.
Within our Sydney community we have been furthering our focus on Tikkun Olam through building our knowledge and
understanding of Australia’s refugees and connections with the homeless. The Interfaith program sees many of our
students sharing experiences with Muslim and Christian students. The many initiatives that the students take up to
raise awareness and funds for the disadvantaged are also examples of our tikkun olam focus.
Within the restrictions of a prescriptive curriculum dictated by the NSW Board of Studies (BOTES), we need to ensure
that we provide every opportunity for students to develop the innovative thinking, digital skills, problem solving,
creativity, communication and collaboration skills that will be necessary for them to flourish within this century, with
its constant change and reliance on technology. We have over the years been developing our teaching strategies
further to ensure we inspire our students to think deeply about their learning. Now it’s time to take the next steps
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towards our goals of truly preparing students to be active and contributing citizens. While staying within the NSW
BOSTES curriculum, we have begun the process of planning a strategy that will see the School focus more on building
the skills that will be needed for the students’ future. We will instigate cross-curricular initiatives that are inquiry-based
and forward thinking. We will also aim to connect more with the wider community, bringing in experts to the school to
share their areas of interest and mentor students, as well as creating opportunities for our students for a range of
experiences outside school in careers like business and technology.
Another of the initiatives that we will undertake next year is the development of a Makerspace, a place that students
can go to tinker, invent and build things. We are also currently developing plans for a new building to replace our
current High School Library building and be a Centre for Innovation, History and Design and Technology, and provide
much needed classroom and collaborative space for our students.
This planning and future thinking have been addressed collaboratively this year by staff and the Board, while we
continued to provide the many opportunities for our students to think, learn, develop their skills and grow as young
people. With engaging lessons enhanced by the various excursions, as well as camps, extra-curricular events involving
sport, EActive, music, drama, debating, as well as wellbeing and social action initiatives; Gesher, P&F and community
events and Jewish holy days, our usual calendar is very full. Added to this in 2016 has been a number of initiatives, such
as our inaugural Diversity Day for LGBT, mentoring programs, the parent education program in Term 3, and 3-way
learning conversations for Years 8 and 9, to name but a few. At the same time, we have continued to enhance our
facilities, with our new deck and music rehearsal rooms, the renovation of our old Art Block into delightful
Kindergarten classrooms and the renewal of our Adler building for Years 5 and 6. We have also taken steps to improve
our communication systems, with our newsletter Ma Nishma going online and the development of a more userfriendly parent portal and online facilities.
In our spirit of continuous improvement, teachers have moved further along their path of learning as well. As well as
external professional learning activities, each teacher has been involved in a fortnightly discussion group that focused
on a range of domains such as Cultures of Thinking, Cultural Forces, Instructional Rounds, Engagement, Hebrew, and
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Our School is becoming well known within the education
community for its leadership of educational initiatives through presentations given by numbers of our teachers at
state-wide and national conferences, as well as our hosting of educational network events and conferences. In
recognition of the vital role our staff play in ensuring the success of our School, we held a ceremony to honour their
contributions, and have established our gratitude tree near Reception as an ongoing tribute to long-serving members
of staff.
There have been a number of notable student achievements this year, such as the success of our Middle and Senior
Debating teams in the HICES Debating competition and of our Mathematics Years 7 and 8 team in the HICES Hard Core
Mathematics competition, six nominations for HSC Showcase Exhibitions across Visual Arts, Music and Drama, a win in
the Interrelate NSW Film Festival and also in the RAVSAK International Technion competition, as well as numerous
successes on the representative sporting field and in competitions, and even a student who was runner-up in the
Australia’s Next Top Model.
All of these initiatives, along with the daily events that contribute to the rich fabric of our School would not happen
without the dedication of so many people. The success of Emanuel School this year has been, as always, a combined
effort from staff, parents, community members and students.
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I express my sincere gratitude to all who contribute to this School in so many ways. Firstly, our staff:
•
•
•

The Emanuel School teachers work with great dedication for the wellbeing of each student, going beyond what
is the norm in giving their time and energy to ensure the best possible learning for each student.
The Administration and Support staff members, including maintenance, IT, accounts and office staff, have
provided essential and very willing support to our teachers.
I would also like to thank my Executive team for their continued support, commitment to the School and very
effective leadership of each of their particular areas of responsibility.

There has been strong support from our immediate community:
•

•

•
•

The Emanuel School Board is devoted to the school, and give a great deal of their time in their role of strategy
and governance of our School. Then there are the Board sub-committees - Marketing, Finance, Gesher, Jewish
Life, Security, Building - as well as the Foundation, all replete with parents and grandparents who volunteer
their time for the good of the School.
We are grateful to the P&F committee and for all those who have helped out with the many aspects of our
School in a voluntary basis. We express our sincere gratitude to them for their commitment and dedication to
our school
We thank the organisations who support us, such as the JCA.
To our parents and grandparents, we are grateful for your strong support of our School and your children, for
your commitment to education and for trusting us to provide what is best for your young person as they
mature and begin to follow their own path in life.

Our students: You are our best advocates – you come to school with a positive approach, open to taking up learning
opportunities and getting involved in so many aspects of the School. This year our new Madrichim have instigated the
‘putting the U in Emanuel’, as a reflection of the potential and power of each student to contribute to our School. As
our Head Madrich said so eloquently when he introduced the idea to the students: “you don’t have to be the same as
anybody else to be valued at Emanuel. We want everyone at Emanuel to express their individuality. This school is a
place which is made great by the contribution of individuals to the whole.”
Our class of 2016 has shown wonderful spirit, leadership and inspiration this year. Remember that you are destined for
greater things than just your ATAR. We know that you have worked hard and we are already proud of you.
I thank all of our students for their efforts, contributions, good humour, enthusiasm and positive approach this year.
We look forward to engaging, challenging and inspiring you through another year of learning in 2017.
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Netzer Australia Progressive Zionist Youth Movement
Joel McCarroll, Federal Mazkir (Chairperson)
I’ve been incredibly privileged to end my years in Netzer as the Federal Mazkir during an
absolutely incredible year for Netzer Australia. 2017 has been a year of growth and development for Netzer Australia
and I’m proud of everything we’ve been able to achieve this year. It’s been an honour sharing this year with my
dedicated and passionate Federal Mazkirut and I’d like to give my thanks to Jess (Head of Education), Jordan (Shnat Coordinator), Simon (Treasurer) and JJ (Head of PR and Advertising) for their hard work and support.
It’s my pleasure to introduce Jess Harrison as Federal Mazkira for 2018. Jess has served as the Head of Education for
Sydney and for the Federal movement and I have complete faith in her and where she’ll take the movement next year.
Camps and Activities
Camps: 2017 has been a massive year for Netzer Camps. Our Summer camps saw over 240 chanichim (participants)
and our Winter camps saw over 190 chanichim. We’re happy to be growing at a sustainable rate of 10-15% each camp
season. Our Goals for Summer 2018 are along to same growth pattern.
Bogrim: This year Netzer grew from 30 leaders in 2016 to 40 leaders in 2017. This has allowed us to expand upon our
operations and it has been a big boost the Netzer.
Sydney and Melbourne: In both Sydney and Melbourne Netzer has been working on it’s shared events with
Synagogues. Netzer has been involved in services, the High Holy Days, Bar Mitzvah classes and Hebrew School classes
across our partners. As well as this, the consistent and regular programming in Melbourne and Sydney has definitely
helped our general growth.
Sydney and Melbourne both held very successful Leadership Training Seminars for our Year 10 Chanichim and will have
large groups of Junior leaders in 2018. We’ve also held 1 Shnat preparation seminar for our Year 12 chanichim with a
second one planned for the end of November.
Perth: Netzer Perth this year has grown quite dramatically compared to previous years under the leadership of Olivia
Tate. With new internal management systems for Perth and more focus on communication and professionalism with
Temple David and parents we’ve been able to grow the number of Chanichim attending Netzer Perth Shabbatonim and
attending our Summer and Winter Camps. We’ve held 3 Shabbatonim in Perth this year and have plans to extend our
programming in Perth in 2018.
Adelaide: This year Netzer leader’s attended JAZY winter camp and we held 1 Netzer outreach to Adelaide this year. On
our Summer and Winter camps we maintained our 2016 numbers for chanichim. This year we sent 2 chanichim from
Adelaide on Shnat and we look forward to seeing JAZY go from strength to strength.
Canberra: Under the combined leadership of their Shlichim, Community and dedicated team of leaders CATZ has
grown into a thriving pluralist youth movement and even held their first camp. We’ve been lucky to have Lior Kalisse, a
Netzer leader be heavily involved in CATZ. Netzer has run 1 outreach to Canberra and have maintained our number of
Canberra chanichim. In 2018, we’ll be sending 1 chanich from Canberra on Shnat and will also be having one of our
returning Shnatties move to Canberra.
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Asia: In December 2016, 2 netzer leaders went to Shanghai to participate and help run Limmud Shanghai. It was an
incredible experience for our leaders and we’re very thankful for the experience. In a few weeks, we’ll be sending 3
leaders to Tokyo to help run the Asian Teen Leadership Weekend. We’re looking forward to our growing relationship
with Asia.
Netzer Appeal
This year our Netzer Appeal is aimed at raising $50 000. We have long term aims to fundraise for an eventual Netzer
foundation. Our appeal this year is fundraising for Shnat and Camp subsidies and leadership training. We’ve been very
thankful for the support and advice from our community. I’d like to give a special thanks to the PJCF for helping us with
the appeal.
Shnat
Shnat Nof 2017: As Shnat 2017 draws to an end, we’re happy with the leadership training of our current shnat group.
Shnat Nof has proven to be one of our most diverse Shnat groups in recent years with 13 shnattim from Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Wollongong. We’re excited to see what Nof will bring to Netzer.
Shnat Savyon 2018: Shnat Savyon will leave for Shnat at the end of January. We’ll be sending 7 shnatties from Sydney,
Canberra and Perth. Our appeal efforts and community funds will help to ensure that every participant will be able to
attend the program. The Netzer Olami Staff is in the process of changing and we’re hopeful that the new Shnat
Director, Orit Shoshani, will be an excellent fit.
Shlichim
Dudu and Uri have continued to be invaluable members of Netzer and we’re thrilled to have them. Dudu will be
continuing his shlichut for another year however Uri will be returning to Israel in early 2018. Uri has been remarkable
for Netzer Melbourne and will be sorely missed.
We’re looking forward to our new Shlicha, Sivan, who will be joining the Netzer family in 2018 and will be the Shlicha
for Netzer Melbourne.
Leadership Training and Engagement
As our movement grows, we’re able to provide more opportunities for our Bogrim and chanichim to learn and to grow.
In 2017 we’ve held 5 seminars across the federal movement with another 2 planned for December. We’re introducing
new seminars and initiatives including a Closing Seminar for our leaving Bogrim and a Small Communities Leadership
seminar.
Conclusion
Netzer has had an incredible 2017 and we would not have been able to have without the warm embrace and support
from our community. I’d like to thank the UPJ and all of our partners for their support and enthusiasm for Netzer. With
the professional and educational guidance and resources that Netzer receives from you I have no doubt that Netzer
will continue to grow and thrive.
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Progressive Judaism Victoria – Melbourne, Victoria
Jonathan Barnett, President
Progressive Judaism Victoria continues to be the voice of our community within the broader
Jewish and non-Jewish communities. Our affiliates include the four local synagogues, the King
David School and Netzer. Excitingly, Kehillat S'dot Zahav (Goldfields) has become more
involved with PJV and the broader community. Our Bet Olam organisation provides Jewish funerals in accordance with
Progressive values and continues to be one or our strongest assets.
There have been numerous formal and informal interactions between the congregations, where members are often
involved in activities and attend services at different institutions based on specific interests and offerings throughout
the year. Last year the four major congregations coordinated and celebrated our GLBTI community by offering special
activities and services throughout the Midsumma Festival; in addition to a special Pride Shabbat service, TBI even
marched in the annual Pride parade.
The King David School continues to thrive and play a leading role within our community. Physically, they offer space to
Kedem, Netzer and to the PJV office. Under the leadership of Mark Light, it continues to provide an outstanding
educational opportunity to not just the Progressive Jewish community but also to the broader Jewish community as
well.
Netzer continues to grow in flourish in Victoria. The summer camp was amazing, and the winter camp showed
phenomenal growth. 100 attendees attended the winter camp, which was an amazing achievement by the Netzer
leadership. Much thanks are due to our fabulous Shaliach Uri Levin.
Etz Chayim had again hosted a very successful women's seder; they are expanding their educational offerings with a
record number of adult education opportunities offered this year and their pre K – B’nei Mitzvah group is continuing to
grow. Earlier this year Etz Chayim announced an in-principle agreement with The King David School to develop their
site in Bentleigh as a joint facility; this promises to be a huge step change for the congregation as synergy develops
between these great institutions.
Kehillat David Hamelech (Kedem) can be proud of their excellent yearly ArtConnected event, which this year saw a
record number of entries. The community put on a number of successful social and fundraising events, notably a very
well attended Yom HaAtzmaut celebration and a Tu B'Av sing-along and several thought-provoking discussion panels.
One of the highlights of the year for Kedem was Rabbi Danny Schiff leading the community's High Holy Days services.
Leo Baeck Centre had hosted several guest speakers this year; among the highlight a well-received Annual Lecture by
Raphael Epstein and a fascinating talk by Rabbi John Levi AM as guest speaker at LBC Annual Yom HaAtzmaut Dinner;
his rendition of our Progressive history and involvement in the State of Israel was truly remarkable. Among the cultural
highlights of the year are LBC's three highly successful art exhibitions and a monthly Jewish Jazz session. The
congregation has just completed renovations of the office spaces and garden area and are updating their library. In
addition to regular services and festivals, they held an annual Pride Shabbat and celebrated 13 Bar and Bat Mitzvahs in
the past year.
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Temple Beth Israel has had an exciting year. New initiatives have included a series of Community Engagement
workshops to insure all members of the TBI community can find something just for them. A taste of these programs
includes feeding the hungry (through the Nourish program which provides hot meals), The Life Books project assisting
members to document their history, working with the local Sacred Heart Mission during the summer months, and the
new “bubs and Bagels” programme which engages parents of young children. Just as exciting, TBI now hosts the
Florence Melton Adult School in Victoria where members and non-members can join over 35,000 graduates of this
exciting Jewish education programme.
PJV looks forward to another year of growth and exciting activities in Victoria. As people visit or move to the region, we
look forward to welcoming them and encourage them to check out and participate in the myriad of offerings and
community institutions we are so proud to be part of.
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The King David School – Armadale, Victoria
Marc Light, Principal
The year has seen exciting changes across the School with the opening of purpose-built Kindergartens and
refurbishment of the Junior School on Dandenong Road.
Our Jewish Life team offers a rich program of learning and participation in the cycle of Jewish Life, and beyond. Many
of our students are passionately involved in projects that challenge the social injustice and inequity in the wider
community.
It is gratifying to note the continued advancement in academic standards as demonstrated by the VCE results for the
graduating class of 2016 placing The King David School (KDS) in the top 5.8% of the State.
Known for innovative programs, KDS is proud of its STEAM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Mathematics-Arts)
initiatives. The School's FIRST Robotics Program continues to be recognised by academia and is sponsored by industry
partners and Swinburne University. Ours is the only Jewish school in Victoria with students completing the VCE
Systems Engineering course. Coding, Design & Technology are popular electives offered to students in Years 7 and 8.
Project Based Learning was introduced last year in Year 7 providing students with opportunities to solve problems and
innovate through the establishment of a driving question.
We were proud to host a delegation of Aboriginal teenagers from Children’s Ground, Jabiru, Northern Territory. In turn
Year 8 students travelled to the Northern Territory to gain a deeper understanding of another’s stories, history and
culture and build personal connections.
We are very proud of the four students who competed at the Maccabiah Games in Israel. From snow sports, surfing
and to the Great Vic Bike Ride, KDS students enjoy a broad and varied education.
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UPJ Awards
The 2017 award recipients will be announced during the UPJ Gathering in the Gold Coast in November 2017.
Vatik Award: This award honours past presidents of congregations and affiliation organisations who have
continued to give outstanding service and make a valuable contribution to their congregation and the wider
community for at least five years after the end of their term of office. We recognize these worthy individuals
and their continued commitment to the community and furthering the Progressive Jewish movement in our
region.
Previous Vatik Award recipients:
Merrilyn Ades, Edwin Argy, Ken Arkwright, Arthur Berman, Philip Bliss, Philip Coleman, Julie Contole,
Geoffrey Cowen, Phyllis Dorey, Maree Findley, Joshua Goldman-Brown, Matthew Goode, Sam Granek, Phillip
David Green, Sharene Hambur, Hans Jensen, Peter Kolliner, Kate Lesser, Tony Leverton, Joe Lewit, Larry
Lockshin, Peter Marks, Stephanie Markson, Philip Mayers, Howard Nathan, Lynette Ninio, Eva Popper, David
Robinson, John Schinasi, Jonathan Taft, Tex Waxman
Ner Tamid Award: Since the Biennial Conference of the Australia New Zealand Union for Progressive Judaism
held in Melbourne in 1990, we have honoured the “Unsung Heroes” – members of congregations and
affiliation organisations who perform exceptional service for our congregations and community, as well as
the wider community.
Previous New Tamid Award recipients:
Tony Abo, Fred Albert, Libby Appelboom, Judith Arkwright, Stan Benjamin, Albert Bentata, Heinz Bohm,
Garry and Nola Braude, Eric Briskman, Nicole Brown, Margaret Capkin, Zvi Civins, Marlis Cohen, Arnold Cohn,
Beatrice Coleman, Nathan Companez, Rachel Dennyss, Anthony and Diane Deutsch, Dr George Deutsch,
David and Sue Esterman, Norma Survana Esther, Mick Fettmann, Ellen Frajman, Bev Gelbart, Mark Ginsburg,
Sydney Goldstein, Leon and Sue Goldwater, Liz Goodman, Sandy Graetzer, Sidney Grant, Brian and Jennifer
Green, Noel Hall, Janet Henrie, Fred Hirsch, Albert Isaacs, Elijah Jacob, Naomi Johnson, Devorah Komesaroff,
Alison Marcus, Charles Monat, Sue Morgan, Betty Mortimer, Fred Mote, Judy Myers, Dorothy (Dot) Nathan,
Teresa Petrzelka, Eva Phillips, Amelia Rauner, Gena Reiss, Peter Rosenfeld, Ian Samuel, David Sharp, Chris
Schiller, Nat Sharpe, Fred Silberstein, Harry Smith, Joe Stupel, Geoff Sussman, Michael Taft, Joan Taylor,
Dorothea Tropp-Boas, Reuben Urban, Tanya Warms, Betty Waxman.
President’s Award (awarded every two years) previous recipients: Judy Campbell, Phyllis, Dorey, Sharene
Hambur, Penny Jakobovits, Michael Lawrence, Joel Oseran, David Robinson, Neil Samuel
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